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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO, SATURDAY, AUGUST

POL. 47.

WILL NOT COME UP TO
ALBUQUERQUE DISPLAY.

WILL RECLftiM

Nevertheless Santa Fe Will

1311

AGUES

Brilliant-

Its Depot at
Pueblo.

ly Illuminate

ABOUT OFFICE

Visitors at
Pueblo, Colo., Aug.
the Sixteenth National Irrigation ConNew York Is Mak- gress, Albuquerque, 1908, will remem- Mayor of
ber the wonderful and clever electric
ing Steady Progress
piece emblematic of the Santa Fe adToward Recovery
vertising sign, that was suspended
over the Hotel Alvarado and cast its
brilliant lights over the town each
evening. It was the talk of the con-- ' IS CHEERFUL AND TALKATIVE
gress.
The Santa Fe does not propose to '
do quite such a handsome thing at Partakes of Most
Substantial
Pueblo, September
in connec-- i
Meal Since His Attempted
tion with the eighteenth sessions of
the irrigation congress, yet has some
definite and beautiful designs in mind.
Industrial Commissioner R. E. Wil-- '
New York, Aug. 13. Mayor Gaynor
son of the Santa Fe, who was in awoke early from the most refreshing
Pueblo recently, discussed this with and long continued night's sleep, he
congress and exposition officers., with has had since he was shot by J. J.
Dr. R. W. Corwin, chairman of the Gallagher last Tuesday, with every incommittee on decorations of the board dication that he is making steady
of control, city officials, and local progress toward recovery.
The paSanta Fe agents and officials.
tient this morning was cheerful and
As the result, there will probably be talkative and displayed an increased
a somewhat similar, though smaller, appetite.
He was given the most subelectric piece flashed over Pueblo stantial meal he has yet had and ineach evening during the eighteenth quired of the secretary how things
sessions.
There will also be other were going at the office.
electrical displays on the part of this
Gaynor Day.
road.
j
New York, Aug. lis. Tomorrow, the
The Santa Fe has decided that it observance of "Gaynor Day" in every
cannot make an agricultural exhibit church and chapel in Greater New
in connection with the National Irrithe mayor's
York, with prayers
gation Exposition, for the reason that recovery will represent a petition of
it is hardly possible for it to do so at
n
5,000,000 persons. Over in
the present time. It has a fine ex- nearly
now
refers
to
his
jail, Gallagher
hibit (however, of Irrigation scenes
act with regret and makes no atalong the Santa Fe lines, which it is
tempt to justify himself. When he
contemplating bringing to Pueblo to read in the papers that his lawyers
be installed probably fn Mineral pala defense for him, he
ace, where the sessions of the con- might prepare
to
seem
relish trie idea. "Any
not
did
gress will be held.
can make you
or
doctor
old
lawyer
In many other ways the Santa Fe
to
these
be
days," was his
out
crazy
is manifesting its decided approval
only give them
of the big Pueblo events next fall, comment, "if you
money enough."
and lending its assistance and
Gallagher is Insane.
to the plans for the success
Rufus Gaynor,
New York, Aug. 13
of these undertakings. The rates
made by the road, as heretofore stat- son of the mayor, indicated today to
he did not wish to
ed, are excellent, and calculated
to (his father that
his assailant.
Gallagher
prosecute
crowds
territory-traversefrom
bring great
to his father
intimated
Gaynor
Young
by the road.
President Ripley of the Santa Fe the belief that Gallagher is insane.
lhas officially and heartily commended
the eighteenth national irrigation PRECAUTIONS AGAINST INTRODUCTION OF CHOLERA.
congress and the national irrigation
exposition. The literature put out by
the road is also very attractive and Baggage of All Steerage Passengers
fully advertises the congress and exFrom Infected Districts is
position.
Disinfected.

IKES DISCLAIMER

PUNNED

BIG POWER PLANT IS

Governor Mills Will Go to Cloud-cro- ft
Chautauqua on
Monday.
Governor Mills will leave on Monday for Cloudcroft to address the new
Chautauqua assembly which convenes
on Monday.
Notaries Public.
Governor Mills today appointed Robert L. Graves of Roswell, Chaves
county a notary public.
This afternoon, Governor Mills appointed Jacob Blum of Fairview,
Sierra county, and Fanny J. Carithers
of King, Chaves county, notaries public.
Territorial Funds.
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero
from the
$1,142.26
today received
treasurer of Eddy county.
Incorporation.
Incorporation papers were filed toInsurance Unday by the
derwriters of Phoenix, Arizona, and
Albuquerque, New Mexico. The incorporators and directors are: Edwin
E. Forstall of Phoenix, 1999 shares;
Jay W. McRae of Albuquerque, 1999
shares; and Francis E. Wood, of Albuquerque, 2 shares. The capitalization is $500,000 divided into 50,000
shares and the company begins business with $2,000.
Two Big Projects Approved.
Territorial Engineer Vernon L.
Sullivan has approved application No.
409, H. C. Kinsell and J. M. Reeves,
of Stanley, for an irrigation project
of the utmost importance to southern
Santa Fe county. The proposition is
to dam Armijo arroyo and a tributary
arroyo for the purpose of storing sufficient water to irrigate 13,000 acres
twice a year thus supplementing the
The land to
dry farming operations.
be covered is almost all homesteaded
and lies on a perfect slope between
Stanley and the New Mexico Central
railroad, including the townsite of
The flow is estimated at
Stanley.
42.92 second feet and the project is a
floodwater proposition, the idea-beinto store 10,196.9 acre feet during the
annual spring floods and again during
the summer rains. The main reservoir will be created by a dam 85 feet
high, 143 feet wide at the bottom and
1,885 feet at the top., impounding the
water in a natural rock bottom dam
site. The second reservoir will be
created by throwing a dam across an
arroyo which will be crossed by the
main canal from the first reservoir,
the dam also serving for the latter
purpose. It will be thirty feet high,
250 feet wide at the bottom and 100
feet at the top. The main canal is to
be three feet deep, five feet wide at
the bottom and eleven feet at the top.
Two other ditches, are to be two feet
deep, four feet wide at the bottom and
eight feet at the top. Work on the
project is to begin by next February
and it is to be completed by August,
1913. Corbett & Smythe of this city
have drawn the plans and specifications for the project which 13 to be
of
constructed through
the settlers and by the promoters, one
H. C. Kinsell, was
of whom,
a former resident of this city.
g

ff

Territorial

Engineer

"Vernon

L.

Sullivan also approved a large power
the application
being
proposition,
made by John J. Laubach, William
Harper, W. J. Benjamin and W. B.
Bunker, Las Vegas. The plan is to
harness the Rio La Casas falls, a tributary of the Mora on the Pecos reserve in Mora county. The plant is
to cost $100,000 and is to produce
2,745 horsepower.
The flow is 108
second feet. The diversion dam is
to be 15 feet high, 35 feet wide at the
bottom and 50 feet at the top. The
base of the dam is in solid rock and
the face is to be a sloping concave
wall consisting of cement and masonry, one-hal- f
rip rap and the other half
earth.
v
Postoffice Matters.
Two postmasters and two banks in
New Mexico have applied for postal
Minnesota
leads
savings deposits.
with 39 postoffice applications and
Pennsylvania with 102 bank applications.
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Ho-boke-

NEW MEXICO MAN
13. Rigorous
Aug.
Washington,
CARRIES OFF HONORS. measures have been taken by United
States representatives abroad to preMade the Highest Score in Recent vent the introduction into this counTarget Practice of Uncle Sam's
try of the cholera. The consular offices at Hamburg, Bremen, Antwerp,
Navy.
and Rotterdam and other Continental
To be the best shot on the best and British ports are working under
shooting battleship in the world is the instructions which require them to
honor that has come to a New Mexico detain .steerage
passengers from
officer in Uncle Sam's navy. Ensign C. cholera infected district in Russia
to
C. Gill, son of Captain Gill, of
Organ, and to disinfect all baggage prior
Dona Ana county, is tne officer who their embarking for the United States.
has carried away all of the honors at
the target practises which have just LEADING FREE SILVER
ADVOCATE IS DEAD.
been announced by Secretary of the
Navy Meyer. Ensign Gill is assigned to the battleship Idaho, which General A. J. Warner of Marietta,
Ohio, Who Served in Congress,
stands at the top of the list for the
Dies of Old Age.
record made during the target practices recently completed.
Marietta, Ohio, Aug. 13. General
He made three hits out of three
A. J. Warner, one of the most promishots in 68 seconds, which gives him nent free silver men of the
country,
the highest average of any man in the
died here today of the infirmities of
navy, this being an average of 2.7 hits old age. He was born at Wales, N.
per gun per minute.
Y., in 1834. was a member of ConThis target practice was done un- gress from 1879 to 1881 and from 1883
der battle conditions and the army to 18S7.
and navy officers are marveling at the
records that were made by the men in
charge of the guns on the battleships.
The Idaho made a score of 46.121 for
the contest, which placed it at the top
of the list of competing ships. The
South Carolina was second with a
score of 42.585. Ensign Gill, who
holds the record of the navy visited
his father at Organ in 1908, spending
a part of his leave in Las Cruces and Thirty Two Policemen Susat his father's home in the Organ
pended for Refusing to
mountains, where Captain Gill is interested in a number of mining claims.
Man Cars.

1
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LEON SPRINGS MANEUVERS
DO NOT HAVE GOOD START. APPREHENSION

From Wells.

'

B. J. VILJOEN OFFERED

RESPONSIBLE

PUBLIC POST.

Asked to Become Assistant Minister
of Native Affairs of South
African Federation.
El Paso, Texas, Aug. 13. General
B. J. Viljoen, who gained his title in
the Boar war, and who is now farming near Las Cruces, Dona Ana county, New Mexico, yesterday received a
cablegram offering him the post of
assistant minister of native affairs of
the South African Federation. The
offer came from E. W. Bock, secretary of the prime minister.

San Antonio, Texas, Aug. 13. So
far the Leon Springs maneuvers have
not had a very auspicuoii3 'start. A
great deal of time has been put in
fighting grass fires, and owing to the
neglect of the war department to provide a sufficient number of wells, the
water supply is running very short,
there being nearly 10,000 men and a
large number of animals encamped on
the reservation. As soon as the grass
fire has ben brought under control the
program, now several days late, will
be carried out. General Albert L.
Meyer, commander of the department
of Texas and in charge of the maneuvers, is very favorably impressed
with the militia bodies from Texas
and Arkansas, participating in the operations. The troops have now been
divided ino two brigades one of them
being under the command of Brig.
Gen. Thomas Scurry, of Dallas, a Texas militia officer.

TONIGHT

Imported to Ferret
Out People Who Threw
Stones.

Columbus, O., Aug. 13. This city
today is more excited than at any
time since the street railway strike
began four weeks ago. According to
an announcement made by the city
members of the
marshal, thirty-twpolice force, who last night refused
to obey the mayor's orders to man tlhe
cars last night, were suspended today.
His attitude in not discharging them
the moment they refused to go on
the cars is condemned by many. The
o

importation

of.

-

detectives

ito

ferret

out the stone throwers has added to
the excitement and much apprehension is felt for tonight.
Volunteers Called For.
Columbus, Aug. 13. Mayor Mar
shall today issued a call for volun
teers to aid in stopping lawlessness.
He said if necessary he will again call
for troops.

fr

FIRES

lames Raging in Vicinity of
uimwvj iTiuiiaj a I ill
Mullan, Idaho
w

i

Mr. Chairman and Fellow Citizens.
We, your committee on resolutions
beg leave to report the following:

STILL

HIS

j

The following resolutions were re- ported to tin- meeting at the court
,
house last evening:
j

'

PLAN
The citizen of Santa Fe county. New' JOINT
IS AGREED ON
in
mass meetim: assembled.
Mexico,
His Business Ability, Not Friend. having regard to Hie importance of; War
Department and Forestry
laying the foundation of our organic
Bu
ship for Roosevelt, Prompt-Assassinatioreau Have Conference
law deep anil true, and preserving in-- j
ed Him.
at Washington.
tact those principles of civil liberty
and popular government which have
Sulphur, Okla., Aug. 13. What part come- down to us from our fathers;
Spokaii.-- . Wash., Aug. 13. Immense
Cecil Lyon, Republican national comand believing that in a crisis like this, forest fires are now raging in the
mitteeman of Texas, took in the activ- that
partisan politics should have no Coeur d'Aleno district in Idaho and
ity at Washington for the approval of part or place and that private ambi- especially in the vicinity of Wallace,
the McMurray contracts with the In- tion should
give way to the public Murray and .Mullan. They are taxing
dians was described by Mr. Lyon in weal; no now
hereby declare and re- the fighting sources of hundreds of
the bearing before the congressional solve :
men almost beyond endurance.
committee today. The
investigation
That we declare in favor of the seInfantry Ordered to Fight Fires.
contracts were disapproved by Presi- lection of delegates to the constituWashington, D. C, Aug. 13. Two
dent Roosevelt in 1908. In the new tional convention, without reference
of infantrv from Fort
companies
who Wright, Wash., have been ordered to
contracts, which caused the present to past, political allegiances,
investigation, Mr. Lyon said he had shall be committed to those princi- Wallace, Idaho, and one from Kalis- no interest. Asked if he was re- ples of government which promise the
peli. Mom., to aid in fighting forest
quested to join in the old contracts greatest, good to the greatest; ntini-- , jr,,s
because of his political influence and ber, who be'ieve that 'government do-- j AM
Tr00ps Necessary Near Scene,
acquaintance with President Roose- rives its just powers from the con-- !
Xu,r
Washington. n
velt, Mr. Lyon said: "It is possible, sent of the governed," and who will ueuerai J.eoaaru , oou, enter Ot
stall,
but I flatter myself that it was partly stand for the rights of the people a today asked the interior
department
my business ability." "But it was against the .allied powers of commer- and the forest service to agree on a
known that you were a welcome visi cialism and greed. And chief among; joint plan for the use of troops in
tor at the White House." "Yes, I e thee rights of the people, we declare; fighting the forest fires in
the west.
in favor of the following:
so!"
The war department now has troops
First. The right of the people to all
"I told SecMr. Lyon continued:
around the fires in western Monlegislation by petition of a tana and northern
inaugurate
Garfield
that my employment certain
retary
Idaho, and the forand
per cent of the voters
in the matter was to be open and
estry service will be given all the
a
to
to
demand
reference
their
right
above board, and if there was any- theiif at
a general election of any leg-- , troops necessary during the existing
contracts
not
the
about
proper
thing
is:atiou enacted by their general as i emergency.
I would have
nothing to do with sembly. In other words, we heartily
them." "I took up the McMurray con- favor the initiative and the referen- SON OF GENERAL SAM
tracts purely as a business," said dum as an essential principle of popuHOUSTON FOR GOVERNOR.
"After they were disapproved lar
Lyon.
the
government recognizing
I had nothing further to do with the
right of the citizenship as the authors Prohibitionists Have Nominated
matter. On the floor of the House of and finishers of all statute under
Former Republican in Texas to
Representatives last session, Repre- which they must live and move and
Head Ticket.
sentative Murray, of Missouri, unjust- have their being.
ly attacked me by saying that McMurSecond. We declare that we will' Houston, Texas,
Aug. 13. Inasmuch
ray in lobbying for the present con- not support or assist any candidate' as the Republican and Democratic
tracts was ably assisted by myself. who will not labor for a provision in
That statement was made either in ig- the constitution retaining the capitol
says the platform adopted at
norance or through a desire to mis- of New Mexico at. the city of c'
Santa hibition,
the Prohibition party convention, held
I
en
in
for
done
the
the
Fe
have
for
nothing
period provided
represent.
at Dallas, the only recourse for the
the contracts now under investiga- abling act.
lu
in
e
revision
u.
a
u
tion."
the, ".. .
iavoi
iun
constitution itself against special leg--j niuition party's candidates.
Andrew Jackson Houston, son of
BLAME ROOSEVELT FOR
islation.
General
Sam Houston, first president
TROUBLE IN SPAIN.
Fourth. We favor a provision in
Tmh'j' rei'bHr, has b.v
San Antonio, Texas, Aug. 13. Ac- the constitution itself limiting- the;f
sc ,,JJ
:.
f ;Lt .lexet, Mr. Houston.
cording to "El Pais," a clerical pub- right of counties and municipalities
of indebtedness, has heretotore been a Republican
lication of the City of Mexico, Colonel in the creation
and a United States marshal for the
Theodore Roosevelt and the perfidy of bonded or otherwise.
Fifth. We favor a provision in the east Texas district. Diners of the
the Anglo Saxon race generally, are
empowering the governor hibition nominees are: Arthur A. Ev-tresponsible for the break between the
or parts of appropria- - j ens, Dallas, lieutenant governor;; J.
veto
any
part
Vatican.
the
and
Spanish government
bills
and
tion
the residue D. Stockton, Clarendon, comptroller;
enapprove
In an editorial the publication
Millard Peterson, El Paso, attorney
deavors to find the cause for the di- subject to the right of the assembly
E. H. Conibear, Dallas, rail-pas- s
to
house
vote
each
of
'general;
by
l
vision of the Latins, and their
road commissioner;
J. E. McGuire,
same over said veto.
the
at
arrives
and
troubles,
all
election
of
Will
Sixth.
We
the
H. Jobe,
favor
Palacios,
treasurer;
conclusion that the Machiavellian hyofficers by secret ballot based on a Sweetwater, land commissioner, and
is
Saxon
the
responof
Anglo
pocrisy
m. Pardue Gilmer, superintendent
of the voters, in-,sible for it all. In conection with the general registration
to
citizen
a free ballot j0f public instruction. Mr. Everets
every
suring
introducthe
cites
article "El Pais"
and a fair count.
was sated for governor before the
tion of Masonic lodges into Mexico by
the central committee or convention.
Whereas,
for
this especially the Democratic
Americans, blaming
party has signified a
Joel R. Poinett, at one time the Amerwith other citizens SANTA FE MERCHANTS
to
willingness
ican ambassador to Mexico. The writ- of Santa Fe join
in
county
FORM AN ASSOCIATION.
er further asserts that the object of
convenand a
primaries
Masonry is today what it has always tion for the purpose of selecting nonB. Vickroy
is President;
Adolf
been, the uprooting of Catholicism in partisan delegates to the constitutionVice
Leo
President;
Seligman,
Mr.
all nations where it is powerful.
al convention to be assembled on OcHersch Secretary, Nathan
Roosevelt is accused of having plan- tober 3d, 1910, and,
Salmon, Treasurer.
ned "with deliberate premeditation
Whereas, this mass meeting was
"the incident at Rome in order to pub-- : called by citizens of Santa Fe county
The merchants of Santa Fe have
for the purpose of ascertaining the formed an association to be known as
licly affront the boly father."
sentiment of all parties interested in the Santa Fe Merchants' Association.
the matter of
delegates The objects are similar to those of a
to the constitutional convention, and retail merchants' association in othj
Whereas, it is the sentiment of this er cities, that is to form "close harIIIUUUHI1UJ
imass meeting and assembly of citi- mony" among the business men and
zens of Santa Fe county that it is for to have an
understanding in regard
ARE STARVING the best interests of all concerned to credit business.
;that this county be represented by a The association's members are endelegation to the consti- - thusiastic about the good benefits to
tutional convention.
be derived by this amalgamation
of
Two Wards in City of Tokio, Therefore, be it resolved, That it is the
business interests of the comthe sense and best judgment of the munity and predict a better underJapan, Are Completely (citizens
of Santa Fe county assembled
standing among the merchants of
Submerged
(in mass meeting this the 12th day of Santa Fe.
August, 1910, that Santa Fe county
The officers elected are as follows:
jbe represented by a
L. B. Vickroy, president; Adolf SelONE OF THREE DYKES BREAKS
and that the citizens of Santa igman, vice
president; Leo Hersch,
jFe county should, without regard to secretary, and Nathan Salmon, treaspolitical affiliations, meet in the urer; A. T. Koch, corresponding secprimaries and the non retary, and Volney L. Howard, attor
Waters of the Rivers Sumida Are
which has been ney. Besides the omcers on tne board
convention,
partisan
Are
Still Rising and Many
caueu iui u,e locn aim
oi aus- - of directors are James L. Seligman,
.
Homeless
ust, ana unite witn ail citizens tn T. Z. Winter and J. B. Wood.
such meetings in the election of repTokio, Aug. 13. The waters of the resentative citizens of this county and SCORES OF REBELS
deleriver Sumida are still rising, and the the election of a
THROWN INTO PRISON.
convento
said
constitutional
gation
Honjo and Fukadawa wards of Tokio
and
are nearly completely
In
Honsubmerged. tion,
Movements
Be it further resolved, That we Insurectionary
One of the three embankments guardare
With
Harsh
duras
Quelled
at-- i
Should the 'pledge ourselves, individually, to
Methods by President Davila.
ing Tokio, has broken.
said
at
tendance
and
second and third dykes break, half
New Orleans, La., Aug. 13. It is re.said
in
the
efforts
and
for
meetings
of the city will be submerged. Tens of
here that scores of prisoners
election of a
delegation. ported
thousands of persons are homeless and
have been thrown into tne Honduras
Respectfully submitted,
starving.
prisons as the result of the recent
JAS. W. NORMENT,
Foo'd Supply Running Short.
Chairman. uprising there and wholesale arrests
Tokio, Aug. 13. The threatened
of alleged leaders of the movement
J. A. MASSIE,
embankments are now being guarded
C. G. RITCHIE,
against the government are being
of homeless
by troops. Thousands
made. President Davila has issued a
H. B. CARTWRIGHT,
beings are sheltered in temples and
statement declaring that the insurecschool houses. They are wholly deHorse
Thief
tionary movements are completely
Captured
Alleged
pendent upon public relief and as the Deputy Sheriff C. R. Young arrested quelled.
vegetable and fish supply is failing, Cnarles Garner, alias Charles Collin3
the question of feeding the stricken at Clayton, Union county, who is
School Bonds Voted Obar school
The wanted on tfhe charge of stealing eight district. Quay county, has voted 4,000
people is causing apprehension.
climax of inundation is expected
horses from Edward Winkler and school bonds by overwhelming majori-brother near Dexter, Chaves county, ty.
n.
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Trops Have Been Fighting Grass
Fires and Carrying Water
Detectives

,

BUI FAVORED THE OLD ONES

HOPS

i

n

He Had Nothing to Do With
New McMurray Indian

Contracts

,

Declare for Initiative and Referendum
Con- and for
vention.

13.

Important Irrigation Project
in Southern Santa Fe
County Approved

so m
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RESOLUTIONS PASSED BY
MEETING LAST EVENING,

CECIL LYON
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GAYNOB
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Wheat

i

IIP.

BOUND

wmhb'
FISHERMAN.

fi3ffirfcj!E

Lippin-cott's.-

)

ARIETY FRESH YEAST

!

GIVE CASE REGISTER TICKETS
ALL

WITH

PURCHASES

CASH

inter Grocery
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Ft.

Co,

Telephone

No.

i

iraiaKani BaiM!Mmii

km

SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry Silverware,

Deco-rate-

folk

;

they think he'd no luck at
all,
He stopped on the way and hired a
haul,
And he told his kids of what fun he'd
had
In getting a grip on that
shad;
And how he'd fought for the mack
er el
That they loved so weli;
And how that cod so sleek and fat
Had knocked him flat
fin
With his
As he pulled him in;
And how a whale he'd harpooned the
whiles
Had carried his boat for a hundred
miles
Ere he cut the line that would set
him free
Lest he land on the coast of
But lest

ten-poun- d

il

China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony

four-poun-

Goods.

Smti

Went back once more to his waiting

MANUFACTURER
JEWELE

d

Jiga-mare-

MORAL.

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
EVERY DESCRIPTION

OK WORK

IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining'
cfurs and hides for rugs and robes

F. GORMLEV
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
AIR
50

SANTA FE, N, M,

1Q
1 7

.ULLIGAI

k

OANON
ROAD

RISING

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING
FUNERAL DIRECTORS
I)Aphoneht 130
PICTURE FRAMING

IOC
a - J

RED
TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

PALACE
AVE
DONE

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS

FOR

If you are in need of anything, try
Want Ad.

Flour, Hay,

LEO

HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt an i

Mi

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

EXICAN HATS

ALL

PRICES.

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
No Need to Cut.

S . E. Corner of

Plaza.

How's This?
We offer One Hundred Dollars Re
ward for any case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by Hall's Catarrh C:re.
F. J. CHENEY, & CO.. Toledo, O.
We, the undersigned, have known F.
J. Cheney for the last 15 yes
and believe him perfectly honorable in all
business transactions and financially
able to carry out any obligations made
by his firm.
WALDING, KINN & MARVIN,
Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O. ,
1
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken intern
ally, acting directly upon the blood
and mucous nurfaces of the system.
Testimonials sent free. Price 75 cents
per bottle. Sold by all Druggists.
Take Hall's Family Pills foi

SE.6MAN BR OS CO.
WE STILL HAVE LEFT

Pleasant. Palatable, Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken. Weaken or Gripe.
10c, 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
92J
cure or your money back.
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in Summer Goods of
every description.
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Denver, Colo., Aug. 13.
The forecast is partly cloudy
with local showers in the north
and east portions tonight or
Sunday.
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A great man' Bargains
j
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Raton's New Daily Today
Raton Morning Reporter began to be issued at the Gate City, giving that
town a second daily. It will advocate
tlie principles of the Democratic party.
Kicked in the Face Mrs. D. E.
Tompkins, living ten miles southwest
of Estancia, was badly injured by a
kick from a horse. It took thirteen
stitches to close the wound in her
face.
From 54 to 74 Degrees The temperature ranged from 54 to 74 degrees yesterday with an average relative humidity of 68 per cent. The precipitation for the 24 hours ending at
6 o'clock this morning was 0.02 of an
inch of rain. The day was partly
cloudy with thunderstorms and a dash
of rain in the afternoon. A year ago
today the maximum was 82 and the
minimum 58 with sprinkles of rain
from 3 to 4 p. m.
Meeting at the Court House A
"
meeting was held at
the court house last night and attended from 100 to 200 persons, including a few ladies. The military
band discoursed music, playing first in
the park. Attorney R. H. Hanna presided and Charles G. Richie was secretary. Speeches on the initiative,
referendum and recall as well as other subjects were delivered in English
by Mr. Hanna, Frank Owen and Mr.
Richie. A. A. Jones, the well known
Las Vegas attorney and Democratic
leader, was expected to arrive to address the mass meeting, but the train
was delayed and he did not speak.
Meliton Costilla and Attorney Volney
Howard interpreted the speeches. Resolutions were adopted favoring the
selection of
delegates to
The
the constitutional convention.
resolution will be published in full in
the Poltical Column Monday.
Black Fast for Orthodox Jews Beginning at 7 o'clock tonight and lasting until sun down tomorrow evening
Orthodox Jews will observe a strict
fast making the day one of penace and
mourning. If there were a synogoguc
here the Book of Lamentations would
be read in it tomorrow morning and
afternoon and the Book of Kinoth reviewing the ancient life of the Hebrew
race. The date of the Fast of Ab occurs on the Jewish calendar on the
ninth day of the fifth month of Ab,
which corresponds with the last days
of July and the first days of August. It
is the saddest day of the year and is
observed in mourning for the two
greatest calamities that befell the
Jews, the two destructions of Jerusa
lem. The first was by Nebuchadnez-ze- r
and resulted in Babylonish captivity, and the second was the scattering of the Jews all over the face of
the earth by Titus. Some authorities
claim that the Black Fast marks the
anniversary of five great calamities,
but this is contradicted by others.
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Teddy Roosevelt is visiting J. Sam
Houston this week. He arrived on
the noon train today. He will entertain at the Motley Grand. Teddy is a
big monkey named after our
(Continued on Page Eight)
and skins her teeth with that
smile that Teddy cam- BAILEY STILL GREAT
delightful
MAN IN TEXAS.
paigned with.
a New Mexican

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Issued A marMarriage License
yesterday at
riage license
Albuquerque to Concepcion Serna and
Antonio Bustos of Barelas.
Given Ten Days for Scolding Mrs.
Phoebe Winston was fined $10 and
costs at Albuquerque for calling her
brother-in-laimproper names.
Death of Guadalupe Mendoza Guadalupe Mendoza died yesterday at
Albuquerque. He was a musician and
His age was 60 years.
unmarried.
Taken to Bernalillo Miguel San
chez was yesterday taken from Albuquerque to Bernalillo to face a felony
charge. He is accused of taking
watches from residents of that place
on the plea that he wanted to repair
them but instead had pawned them.
Canutillo Land Brings Big Sum
The rights to a disputed claim containing 41 acres, three miles north of
Canutillo, Dona Ana county, have
been sold for $15,000. This tract is
one of a number in the Canutillo district in which the titles are involved
and which are now being cleared.
was-grante-

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
PHONE
BLACK

Believe no tales that the fishers tell,
They're all good men, and they all
mean well,
But it's Nature's plan, and it never
fails;
There's something fishy in all fish
tails.

Incorporated 1903

tape-wor-

night,

Also

Established 1856.

"Cascarets are certainly fine. I gave a friend
one when the doctor was treating him for cancer
The next morning he passed
ot the stomach.
four pieces of a tape worm. He then got a box
and iu three days he passed a
45 feet
long. .It was Mr. Matt Freck, of Millersburg,
am
Pa.
Cascaa
I
for
Co.,
worker
Dauphin
quite
rets. I use them myself and find them bene6cial
for most any disease caused by impure blood."
Chas. E. Condon, Lewiston, Pa., (Mifflin Co.)

But nary a fish on his hook would
bite.
The codfish winked, and the sardine

sad
Grinned a growsonie smile at the
shimmering shad,
AnC the pranksome whale
Lashed his joyous tail
Till the waves beat high on the sandy
shale;
And the hungry shark
With the ways so dark
Flopped around like a squirrel in Central Park.
They were all too bright
On that bait to bite,
For they knew full well if they bit
that bait
It was no Sandy Hook would be their
fate,
But a dinner bell
Would sound their knell
In a private house or a swell hotel.
So the fisherman, with his heart dead-brok-

jgy vi:'.jr:;filffifi!?

Worms

a

Oh, lie was a fisherman brave and
bold
Who went to fish on the ocean cold,
lie fished ail day and he fished all

Pansy,
Bobolink

CALL

DAILY

THE RHYME OF YE
(By John Kondrick Bangs, in

isnnerial
Jersey Cream

WE
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THE

13, 1910.

San Antonio, Texas, Aug. 13. One
of the things demonstrated by the
Galveston state Democratic convention is that Senator Bailey is any
The
thing but a political
Colquitt and Poindexter factions of
the Democratic camp practically effected fusion on the Senator's politic
al supremacy, although the former is
extremely anti and the latter lenient;
ly prohibition.
Senator Bailey and his "issue" were
adopted bodily by the Poindexter
camp during the campaign leading to
without
the primaries; not though
the combination leaving behind a few
disappointments, for Poindexter came
in only as third in the race for governor. The new combination of Col
quitt, Poindexter and Bailey will mean
a great deal at the general elections
and may possibly bring about a snow-undeof prohibition in this state.
has-bee-

WE SHAVE DOWN OUR PRICES
GOODS.

WHEN WE FIRST MARK OUR

EVERYTHING IN OUR STORE RUNS SMOOTHLY, BECAUSE WE
ALWAYS KEEP ON HAND A FULL STOCK OF EVERYTHING A
FIRST-CLASHARDWARE STORE SHOULD CARRY.
WE STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL AND "MAKE GOOD"
ON EVERY DEAL. OUR VALUES ARE PLAIN TO SEE.
S

ZT. Ifit'8 Hardware
mmmmemm
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WHOLESALE

AfcD RETAIL
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RATON
YANKEE

Icreened
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Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling,
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85

j

We have it,

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

Telephone

Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract Do you kDow whether
you have an absolute title to the property wblcb vou new own?

As

ausrac

s oi

ruie, TUC CAIITA LT ADPTDAPT Realty & Insu- i hi. unii in i u nuu i unu i ,
ranee Agency
Catron Block
Tfel Black 76
Santa Fe, N, M
Furnished by

piAtaowpg m
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SKt

YONTZ watches
MANUFACTURER OF
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MEXICAN FILIGREE

JEWELRY

Right Service

ZTlX
ate Methods

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

p 345 San Francisco St.

SAF5TA

FE, N. M.

ES
t is to your

to trade here. We make
advantage
"For Your Own
the claim that we sell better goods than any one
else, for we offer you the best grades in all our lines that is possible to produce

a1"
UUU

"OUR GOODS ARE RIGHT"
"OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT"
and "WE SERVE YOU RIGHT"

2i3e

Zook's FEwmacy
"The Store Everybody Likes'
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SATURDAY, AUGUST
EVER HAVE
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If You Have,

"low-down-
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BREAKING OUT

POUTIML PASTURES

You.

Ever have a
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IN NEW MEXICO'S
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the Statement of This
Santa Fe Citizen Will Interest

SOCIETY MEETS

J. P. Williams,

ALLOVER B0DY

The Democrats of San Juan county
have nominated R. W. Heflin, of Farm-ingtoand M. D. Taylor, of Aztec, as
their candidates for the constitutional
convention to run against David E.
of Farmington, and W. H. WilADDED Bunby,
liams, of Aztec.

itched Dreadfully. When Scratched
It would Bleed and Become Very
Sore. Could Scarcely
Sleep as
me ncning was Worse at Night.
Dreaded Putting Hands in Water.

hack?

Santa Fe people endorse this. Read
cast of it:
FIVE NEW MEIERS
Hilario Baca, Delgado St., Santa Fe,
N. M., says: "About two and a half
Democrats of Guadalupe counto Aid in the Public ty The
at their convention held at Santa
years ago I gave a public statement, Committee
Rosa nominated: .1. P. Williams of
Reception Next
telling of my experience with, and
Pills.
Doan's
They
of
Kidney
Vaughn; J. H. Hicks of Cuervo; R.
opinion
Harrison of Anton Chico, and Frank
completely rid me of pains in my back
which had troubled me off and on for
The New Mexico Archaeological Manzanares of Fort Sumner, tor
to the constitutional
conmonths. When I stooped or brought
Society met at the Old Palace last
any strain on my loins. I suffered evening. In the absence of President vention. C. E. McUinnis was chairseverely and there were various other John R. McFie, Dr. Edgar L. Hewett man of the convention.
symptons that my trouble came from presided.
Paul A. F.
Secretary
Probate Clerk George W. Armijo
disordered kidneys. I finally procured Walter and Treasurer Charles E.
and Attorney E. P. Davies addressed
Doan's Kidney Pills and they brought
were
present.
the Republican county convention at
taking Linney
prompt relief. I continued
The treasurer reported a balance of Willard this week. Acasio
not
was
and
it
Pills
Doan's Kidney
Gallegos
$50.18 after paying all bills and $100 presided over the convention
and
long before every symptom of my for
los
de
the
the
Rito
of
ompletion
Charles L. Burt was secretary and
The fact that I
trouble disappeared.
room in the Old Palace.
Juan C. Jaramillo interpreter. As
have had no return attack, warrants Frijoles
The following were elected to mem- stated previously, the candidates nomme in giving Doan's Kidney Pills my
bership: Jesse Nusbaum, Mrs. Frank inated were Acasio Gallegos, A. B. McV. Clancy. Mrs. H. S. Kaune, Brian Donald
50
and William Mcintosh.
Price
For sale by all dealers.
a
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A

p

raw;

At'

"A."

a
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Used Cuticura
Soap and Ointment 3
Weeks. Trouble all

Disappeared.

"Some time apo I had a
out
all over my body, it first brpaking
started like
what we call goose flesh

dele-gateshi-

and itched dreadfully.
When 1 scratched it, it
would bleed and become
very gore. I tried almost everything for the
itching but none gave
me much relief. I could
scarcely sleep jls the
was
alwavs
itching
worse at night. My
hands were so sore I
dreaded putting them
in water and nfier T
would wash dishes or do laundry work
that required the use of other soaps they
were always worse. This went on for
about six months. Then I used Cucicura
Soap and Cuticura Ointment, end in
two or three weeks the trouble all disappeared. I always found that my hands
were worse (with a dry scale on them)
after using any cheap soap but the
Cut icura Soap produced such a soothing
feeling on ray skin that it was a pleasure
to use it. I also know what wonders rtie
Cuticura Remedies have done for a
friend of mine, so I would recommend
them to any one. Mrs. Delnware
Barrett, 611 King St., Wilmington,

W

.

I

Dunne and K. M. Chapman. The
Foster-Milbur- n
Co., Buffalo,
cents.
chairman was authorized to appoint a
United
New York, sole agents for the
committee of five to aid in the recepStates.
tion to be tendered the regents, staff
Remember the name Doan's and and students of the School of Archtake no ether.
aeology upon the throwing open to
the public of the Puye and Rito de los
The New Mexrca.. Printing Com Frijoles rooms on Saturdaw evening,
uany has on hand a large supply o! August 20.
After considerable discussion and
pads and tablets suitable for school
work, the desk, and also for lawyer consideration, article by article, the
and merchants; good everywhere. We following revised constitution was
will sell them at 5 cents la book form. adopted as a step preliminary to in- corporation.
Article I.
Weak women should read my "Book j
No. 4 for Women." It tells of Dr. j This organization shall be known as
Society of New
Shoop's Night Cure. Tells how these the Archaeological
soothing, healing, antiseptic supposi-- ; Mexico. Its purpose shall be to
bring quick and certain help. serve the historic and prehistoric re-The Book is free. Address Dr. Shoop, mains, ancient monuments and noted
and
Racine, Wis. Stripling Burrows Co landmarks of the southwest,
make them known to the world; to
promote archaeological and ethnologiresearch; to collaborate with the
LAUNDRY cal
state and national governments, state
institutions, scientific and educational
'
organizations and private individuals
in the conservation of the native arts
architecture of the southwest, and
basket leaves Monday Tuesday and
in general to promote all worthy
Returns Thursday and Friday. movements that have for their object
of knowledge of, and
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop! the advancement historic
interest in, the
past of the
southwest.
Mrs.FO. BROWN Agent
Article II.
Phone No. 23 Red
The officers of this society shall be
a secrea president, a
a
corresponding secretary and a
MOODY'S HACK LINE tary,
treasurer, who with one other elected
member shall constitute the board of
From
Local
may
directors,
BARRANCA TO TAOS be appointed by the society at the reMeets Both North South quest of any ten members at such a
locality.
Bounds Trains.
Article III.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival ol
Regular meetings of the society
the north bound train and arrives at shall be held on the second Friday in
Taos at 7 p. m.
January, April, July and October. The
Ten miles shorter than any other first of these shall be the annual
for the- election of officers.
way. Good covered hack and good meeting
Special meetings may be called by the
teams.
president.
Article IV.
Eiraxy Tiling denato Maka Pia
eaa.g-eCojaafortable.
Any person may be elected a member of this society by the board of
directors upon the applicant paying
an annual fee of one dollar to the

ROSWELL. NEW MEXICO.
"Th Wwt Point ftf th Southwest.'
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCROOL IN CLASS

4"
'1

In View of Statehood and Incorporation Constitution
Is Revised

cure it.

New Mexico Military Institute

i

Guadalupe County
J. H. Hicks, R. Harrison and Frank
Manzanares.

pain in the

In the "small," right over the hips?
That's the home of backache.
It's caused by sick kidneys.
That's why Doan's Kidney Pills
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Through Academic course, preparing young
men for college or for business life. Great
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School In the Union. Located
on the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West ut an e'evatloc of 3,700
feet above sei level, s'mshlue everv day, but
lttie rain or snow during session.
Eleven Ofllcers.acd Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, ueitd, llgfct
ed and modern in all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoou, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
A

Flnlay
For particular
iddress

i

an1

COL.

illustrated

catalogue

JA3. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent.

Wells Fargo & 0 omp
xpress

A monster rally
of San Miguel'
county Republicans is planned to be j
held at Las Vegas under the auspices
5
of the Taft club on Monday evening
at which addresses will be made by
TO
Attorney Charles A. Spiess, District
Attorney C. W. G. Ward, Margarito
Del., Nov. 1.1, 1000."
Romero and others.
futlrtirt HeniMlt-- s mid thmnstiout the wnrid.
This afternoon, the county central
Pottiv Dnn
Chem. Torn., Pnli' Props.. Biston.
book oa fktn Diseases.
tfMaid ttrt.
committee of the Republicans of San
Save Money and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells Ft rgo
Miguel county met to set the dates
for primary and convention to select SHARPSHOOTERS IN CAMP
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
AT THE MEADOW CITY.
delegates for the constitutional convention.
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDER&.
Competition Keen for Places on Rifle
Payable Throughout the United States. Canada. Meuico
Team That Will Go to Camp
The Democrats of Dona Ana county
met with the Democratic county cenPerry, Ohio.
and all Foreign Countries.
tral committee at the office of N. C.
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.
(Las Vegas Optic.)
Frenger at Las Cruces to discuss
established
It was agreed
political conditions.
Having successfully
that a proposition should be made their camp for an occupancy of sev- to the Republican central committee eral days the rifle teams from the
that a
ticket of eight to various companies of the First Regi- twelve men be placed in the field forjnient New Mexico National Guard
for delegates to the con-- day began active participation in the
stitutional convention, the people at competitive shooting for positions on
large to elect four of these to repre the team that will represent New Mexsent Dona Ana county at the conven ico at the national shoot at Camp
Perry, Ohio, this month. The sol
tion.
Rigs,
diers are encamped and are doinj
"A number of the voters of south their shooting on the range northeast
Santa Fe county met at the Venus of town. Adjutant General A. S.
ne
'i-'nGschool house July 30th, and organized Brookes is in command. Other ofB
cers of the meet are Captain M. S.
chairG.
N.
by selecting
Meltabarger,
and
man, and W. O. Kays, secretary. Murray, Roswell, commissary
There were four candidates
before statistical officer; Captain George E
in
of
in
Second
quartermaster;
the voters for nomination as a non- Morrison,
Lieutenant James Baca, Santa Fe,
partisan candidate from this section range officer. Shooting was done to
of the county to the constitutional
at 200, 300 and 500 yards. The
convention. The vote resulted in the day
meet will continue probably
until
selection of J. L. Woods. An attempt
Tuesday night. The fifteen men mak
now
will
be made by those behind
ing the best records will be assigned
the Venus organization to have their positions on the New Mexico teams
Don 6?spar Avenue
candidate endorsed in both the Re
In addition to the officers in com
publican and Democratic county con- mand the following officers and men
ventions." Stanley Index.
of the guard are participating in the
shoot: Colonel Robert Smart, Med.
Candidates in the Field.
THE C. E.
Dept. Albuquerque; Major Ludwig W.
CO
The Republicans have thus far nom Ilfeld, 1st Infantry, Las Vegas; Capt.
inated the following candidates for Carlos Vierra, 1st Infantry, Santa Fe;
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
the constitutional convention:
First Lieutenant W. R. Ames, 1st InChaves county Edward A. Cahoon, fantry, Las Cruces; First Lieutenant
Offers irrigated lands in tracts of all sizes, raw lands,
Herbert J. Hagerman, Elza Whiteman, C. E. Heald, Batt. Adjt, 1st Infantry,
under ditch, $40 00 to 75 00 per acre, under cultivation
H. Elliott.
Albuquerque; Color Sergeant James
and highly improved, 00.00 to 8175.00 per acre. These are
Colfax county C. J. Roberts, Norm H. McHughes, 1st Infantry, Los
ideal homes ready for you.
al Bartlett, George Brown, P. J.
Captain P. E. Dessauer, 1st InFrancisco
Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
fantry, Las Cruces; Sergeant Fred
O'Brien, Charles Springer,
treasurer.
Co. A, 1st Infantry, Las
Katsenstein,
Gauna.
RANCHES
We are prepared to locate settlers on (tov- RANCHES,
Article V.
LA Rd K
B.
H.
LARGE
eminent land. We have lrrlnation enter- W. D. Murray, Frank Cruces; Second Lieutenant
Grant
county
AND
men
are
AND
Moneyed
capital.
needing
prises,
Money shall be paid from the R.
1st
:
:
:
Mat. Schwerdtfeger,
SMALL.
Infantry, Carlsbad;
Coon, W. M. Porterfield,
SMALL
Invited to correspond with us.
SHOP treasury only on order of the board
Corporal G. A. Reed, Co. B 1st InFowler.
IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO, LET US HEAR FROM YOU,
of directors.
G. Clancy, J.i'antry, Carlsbad; First Sergeant John
-J.
countyGuadalupe
Article VI.
For 19 years the only
M. Gorman, Co. E., 1st Infantry, Santa
J. Moises, Tranquilino
Labadie, Sa
The
constitution
may be amended
tonsorial
class
Fe; Sergeant Pedro A. Martinez, Co.
first
parlor
lome
Mortinez.
vote of the members
NEAT
by
E, 1st Infantry, Santa Fe; First Serr
in Santa Fe.'
Luna county Ralph Ely.
Co. F, 1st InJacob
present at any regular meeting, proSafford,
geant
McFarland,
Quay county James
Lieutenant
OUR NEW FITCH
viding notice of the proposed amend- Reed
T. A. fantry, Santa Fe; First
Charles
Kohn,
Holloman,
ment was given at the regular meet
TREATMENT
Domingo Pacheco, Co. E, 1st Infantry,
L.
H.
Boone.
Windson,
Santa Fe; Private J. W. Farmer, Co.
previous.
San Juan county D. E. Bundy, W.
is guaranteed to cure, (not only ingThe
then elected Dr. Edgar
F, 1st Infantry, Santa Fe; First
society
MEW
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair & L. Hewett as the sixth member of the H. Williams.
Lieutenant A. E. Hayward, 1st Infan-jtry- ,
Mcinother scalp irritations. We also board of directors, the other Ave mem- Torrance county William
Las Vegas; Sergeant J. D. Pow-jers- ,
Co. H, 1st Infantry, Las Vegas;
carry a complete line oi all the bers being John R. McFie, N. B. tosh, A. B. McDonald, Acasio
I. K. Lewis, Co. H, 1st Infacial
Musician
and
tonics.
J.
Mrs.
hair
A.
F.
Paul
Walter,
Laughlin,
popular
Eufracio
Union
Gallegos,
county
Las
E.
fantry
Vegas; Second Lieutenant
Linney.
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & HITCH E. Wood and Charles
G. W.iw
C. Fields,
E.Dudley, 1st Infantry. Alamo- The total membership of the so- Candelario Vigil, F.
Baker.
BATHS BATHS BATHS
gordo; Second Lieutenant F. C. Plum
ciety is now 195, located in all parts
The Democrats have made the fol- lein, 1st Infantry, Clovis; Sergeant
of the territory.
J. G. McGee, Co. K. 1st Infantry, Clo- lowing nominations:
Agents HLTBBS LAUNDRY
B.
Green
Chaves
Vis ; Corporal M. J. Forbes, Co. K, 1st
Patterson,
county
Phone us, we willbegladtoeallf or your
Emmett Patton, G .A. Richardson, Infantry, Clovis
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays CHICHESTER
1!UA. A
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
John I. Hinkle.
Ladies! Ask your I'rueclNt for a
Particular care is taken that no
Cht.ches-ter'f- l
iHamond firniidVVl
All work is guaranteed; your
Colfax county John Morrow, HowPIUs in Ked and iiold metalllcvy
Certainly helps a man along socially
leaves
FOR
PLANS
ADOPTED
socks are mended and buttons
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
L. Bickley, Benjamin
ard
Fulghum,
g
no
1
other.
Take
of
Buy
your
sewed on you shirts, without
NEW SCHOOL AT DEMING. THE WILLIAMS & RISING LIVERY and in business. There is no
VrugKlfit. AskforCIII.l:ll;s.TEKS
Emilio
Valdez.
Thomas
Owen,
IHAMOND JiRANI) PILLS, for
extra charge.
the fact that dress has a edal to
STABLE
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
Curry county T. J. Mabry, J. W.
a man's success nowadays.
do
with
13.
At
a
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.
N.
M., Aug.
Childers."
Deming,
unless it is in perfect condition eBaring this fact in mind, let us call
the
board
school
of
the
H.
A.
yesterday
B.
W.
Grant
Walton,
county
ess
Horses fresh, vehicles clean and easy
'
attention to the fact that we are
Harlee, Alvan N. White, James B. plans of- an El Palso firm were ac- running. Drivers spick and span. your
now
making to order the most stylish
cepted. A Deming and a Tucson firm
Gilchrist.
Patrons are always well pleased with Suits and Overcoats, from selected
buildnew
The
submitted
also
plans.
Luna county James N. Upton.
our service. We have rigs of all kinds
at a most moderate price.
Roosevelt county McBee faction, ing, exclusive of furnisnings is to cost for use at any time of day or night fabrics,
and finish guaranteed. New
fit
Perfect
hunone
Judge McGill, Judge Reese, W. W. $35,000, it is to ebe sixty by
moderate.
are
our
and
arrived.
charges
have
samples
feet, with two
Van Winkle, Compton-Hil- l
faction, C. dred and twenty-fiv.T
m r.nmnfnn .Tampa Hill
ine styie ol
Goldsmith, stones and a basement,
Julius Miiralter, Tailor
ILLUIS 4 RISI1G
San Juan county R. W. Heflin, M. architecture is very attractive and
Fe, Hew
school
building.
suitable to a high
D. Taylor.
310 San Francisco St. 'Phone 139 Red, Cor. Palace and Washington Avenue.
Torrance county Frank F. Jen- Bids for construction work are now
and the
nings, J. F. Lasater, Jose Jesus Ro- being submitted to the board,
0,BRyE?;iD
be
will
construction
contract
for
mero.
The Socialists have made the fol- awarded within the next thirty days.
rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Carrying the U. S. mail and pas- the
Oldest and Most Popular Institution in the Southwest
automobiles furnished to acand
M.,
lowing nominations:
N.
Special
between
Vaughn,
sengers
Luna county Sigmund Lindauer.
commodate
subthe
any number of passengers
Served as coffee, the new coffee
Roswell, N. M., connecting with
Roosevelt county W. T. Whitlach, stitute known to grocers everywhere El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Is- to make special connections with any
Edwin Taylor, O. W. Schorkowsky.
as Dr. Shoop's Health Coffee, will land Railroads and the Atchison, train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at TorTorrance county T. S. Smith, J. A. trick even a coffee expert. Not a
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Roach.
N.
rance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comarrive
Chapman,
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m.,
Academic and Preparatory Courses
grain of real coffee in it either. Pure
m.
municating with Manager of the Rosnuts,
3:30
at
malt,
healthful toasted grains,
in Roswell
p.
form Separate Departments '
The New Passion play at Motley's etc., have been so cleverly blended as
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m, arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
Grand Sunday night, three hand col- - to give a wonderfully satisfying coffee in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
BOARDING and DAY STUDENTS.
Send for Proapectua
of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
one night only. Do not taste and flavor. And it is "made in
ored
allowance
reels,
Baggage
Studies resumed September 5th.
compare this Passion play to any you a minute," too. No tedious 20 to 30 each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.
BROTHER EDWARD President
have seen.
Remember, ' tomorrow minutes boiling. Sold by Frank An- two
shows.
drews.
night,

Genera! Express

forwarder

arts of the Wor

'

pre-torie-

n

IMPERIAL

For Best Laundry Work

J. D. BARNES. Aocnt

!

j

VERY STABLE
Fine

1

i

Reliable Horses, Single

Buggies, Su fries, Saddle Horses

up

When
Need
the
Anything
Line.
Drivers Furnished
Livery

t,

RATES

son

HARTLEY REAL ESTATE

-

FARE

$5.00

Cer-rillo-

KERR'S

PLAZA BARBER

ATTIRE

two-thir-

;

S PILLS

mm.
ws

It Michael's
Santa

f

gain-sayin-

College

f

Mexico

CHRISTIAN BROTHERS

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX

flnillW COMMERCIAL LITERARY
&

SCIENTIFIC

;

'

J. W. STOCKARD, manager
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THAT HURTS.
That the persistent agitation of the
Democratic party for socialistic feaTH
NEW MEXICAN PRINTING COMPANY PUBLISHERS.
tures in tin: new state constitution is
FRANK P. STURGES,
PAUL A. F. WALTER,
iho Territory financially and
Vice President. hurting
Editor and President.
i.s sot forth by the
JOHN K. STAUFFER. Secretary-Treasure- r
son, Arizona, Citizen, and what apEntered as Second Class Matter t tfcp S.iata Fe Postofflcs.
plies to Arizona in that respect also
$3.50
Says the
applies to New .Mexico.
Daily, six months by mail
RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
25
Citizen:
2.00
Daily per week by carrier
Tvpultlv ner vear
"At a time when Arizona is in a fair
Daily, per month, by carrier.... 75 Weekly, six months
1.00
5U way to profit by the coming of state7.00 Weekly, per quarter
Daily, per year, by mail
hood, which is counted upon to bring
an influx of population and capital
COUNTY.
FE
OFFICIAL PAPER CF SANTA
into the embryo state, a few DemoIt Is sent to cratic politicians are doing all in
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico.
has a large and growing trculatt) j their power to frighten both capital
every postofflce in the Territory, and
and new comers away by advertising
of the Southwest.
among the intelligent and progressive people
to the country an alleged demand on
;the part of the people of this terri-torfor an Oklahoma brand of conThis represents a serious
stitution.
situation to the business men of the
is
RE- territory, whose primary interest
REFERENDUM,
INITIATIVE,
WHY NOT A CHAUTAUQUA?
the achieving of statehood and its conCALL.
one suggested
On July I, some
sequent prosperity.
Although the initiative, referendum
"There is no danger of Arizona evOtero
county, have a
that Cloudcroft,
govold
as
as
political
and recall are
er
being cursed with an Oklahoma
Mexican
New
Chautauqua. Today the
ernment; although they have existed constitution or anything akin to that
Mexico
New
program
in
in various forms
received the neatly printed
collection of legislative
grotesque
the Pueblo Indians and upon freaks so long as William H. Taft is
of the First Chautauqua Assembly at among
certain subjects such as Prohibition President of the United States. But
Cloudcroft, which begins its sessions
and Local Option, have been exercis- boastful claims of those advocating
on August 15.
Only yesterday, the
ed right here in Santa Fe, as well as such 'isms', while not taken seriously
owthat
editor read in an exchange,
a
Aztec,
in
Roswell, Farmington,
creat home, are receiving attention in
ing to the impetus given by the
and other places, yet, the public the outside world that is hurting and
ation of this Chautauqua, Cloudcroft
a
idea about these terms halting the flood tide of business prosis to have a hank, that fine new build- has but hazy are
they
that
although
perity that our people rightly expectand
ings have been started
This is caused by the fact that these ed would come with the passage of
on
the
be
will
Cloudcroft
henceforth,
Once the Septemit- three expedients have a different form the statehood bill.
map. just as Mountainair ha-- put
The initiative in ber elections are over and the elecdifferent
in
places.
maintaining
self on the map through
con- Oregon, for instance, may cover differ- tion of a Republican majority assures
despite adversity and unfavorable
ent subjects and different methods the country that Arizona will adopt a
ditions, a Chautauqua the past three
from
the initiative in Texas. The reasonable constitution,
capital and
years. The Cloudcroft Chautauqua referendum in Switzerland may differ population, now waiting on the thresh-- '
to
create,
month
a
which it took only
from the referendum among the Pueb- old will no longer delay their comwill "pay special attention to a carelo Indians, and the recall as it was ing and business the territory over
ful study of various health problems
two thousand years ago may be expected to look up and that
and make it an important feature." practiced
the
disgreat statesman Aristides promptly. Meantime the Oklahoma
a
against
That will give this Chautauqua
differ in form from the boosters must take the responsibility
in
almay
Athens,
tinctive air and its success is
of Arizona's
Zealand at the present for the postponement
in
New
recall
ready assured.
boom.
is
principle
But
the
underlying
day.
There is a lesson in this for Santa the same, in that it substitutes direct "The kind of 'prosperity' which Okfor
center
ideal
lahoma is enjoying under her consti-,- '
the
Fe.
Chautauqua
popular government for tne representution is evidenced by the decrease
the entire west. With its historic and tative form.
to
their
Reduced
the last year of ten millions
nrehistoric features: its manifold edu
during
these
propositions
terms,
of dollars in tihe bank deposits of that
cational institutions and two mu- simplest
mean:
state. The Oklahoma brand could be
seums, its advantages as the capital
Initiative: That any citizen may
depended to do as much for Arizona."
of the new state, its magnificent
which
or "initiate' any law
scenic surroundings, its rorests, moun- ipropose
must be voted on within a certain
A GREAT WORK.
tains, brooks and streams, its many time.
The Archaeological Society of New
ideal sites for a summer assembly
Referendum: That any proposition Mexico, which has helped to bring
such as is maintained at Chautauqua
demanded
annuby any citizen, must be about great things for New Mexico
which
and
Lake, in New York,
to a popular vote.
"referred"
along its lines of endeavor, in the past
ally attracts thousands, Santa Fe
That
Recall:
any office holder may few years, is in a flourishing condiouteffort,
could, if it made the proper
the original be deprived of his office by a popular tion. It offers an opportunity to every
grow and overshadow
citizen of the southwest to help in a
an
ideal
site, for vote.
Chautauqua. What
Martinez
these
In
propositions
simple
Candelario
the
praiseworthy work, which the new
theory,
instance,
ranch just on the edge of the large represent the highest ideals of popu- constitution of the society just adoptreservoir would make and there are lar rule, and if all men were perfect, ed, sets forth as follows: "To pre- serve the historic and prehistoric re
dozens of sites around it that could unselfish, charitable, and
all
of
form
ultimate
purthe
be
now
ancient monuments and noted
for
that
that
mains,
would,
he easily acquired
But under present cir- landmarks of the southwest, and
pose. With the beauties of the Santa governments.
Fe canon stretching for twelve miles cumstances any crank, any criminal, make them known to the world; to
powers, such as promote archaeological and ethnologalong the Scenic Highway and up to may use the
and ical research; to collaborate with the
referendum
on
one
side;
unlimited
initiative,
the
peaKS
to
tall
embarrass
in
his
hands
state and national governments, state
recall place
with steep cliffs wooded with
the
property
of
scientific and educational
overthrow
and
south
government,
the
institutions,
pines bordering
tract; with the lake formed by the rights, peace of the community and organizations and private individuals
Santa Fe emerging from a rocky justice, to further his own selfish or in the conservation of the native arts
canon and with the mineral Aztec criminal ends. It may be a good form and architecture of the southwest, and
and of government for
the celestial in general to promote all worthy
springs in the canon just below;
the city of Santa Fe with its orchards regions, but for the present the rep- movements that have for their object
of,
by the advancement of knowledge
and many romantic treasures lying resentative form of government
west, the majority limited by a constitu- and interest in, the historic past of
the
to
before
the
out
eye
spread
one can easily imagine pavilions and tion, has proved the only practical the southwest."
a necessary
and arenas, form of popular government.
It is a distinctive,
auditoriums, temples
nor
in antagoncornfields
not
local
are
is
now
it
work;
clustering where
ism to or competition with any other
WHICH IS THE BETTER?
and orchards. A more respiring site
The territorial tax rate for Arizona organization; the field is fertile, hut
could be found only at Santa Fe, or
near Santa Fe, but hardly anywhere during the ensuing year has just it lies fallow; nowhere else is there
been fixed at 7 mills, as against the so great a need for the work, and
else.
the
rate of 11 mills in New Mexico. The the Archaeological Society ought to
If you doubt it, take a trip up
7 mills tax rate in Arizona will yield have 25,000 members in New Mexico
when
and
tomorrow
canon
Santa Fe
ten
an income of $600,000; the 11 mill tax alone, for then the dollar each memfor
you reach the' reservoir, stop
rate
and
of New Mexico does not yield ber would contribute would swell into
pondescribed
the
at
site
minutes
a
quite as much, but for the sake of a fund that would enable the society
der as to the possibilites of such
location.
argument, let it be said that both ter- to accomplish magnificent results for
a
place and such
ritories have an income from their di- the present and future generations of
rect tax levy of $000,000 a year. The the southwest.
New Mexico should have a law
question then will be: Is it better to
for
providing for a stringent penalty
The ideal tax system is that In
raise that amount with a 7 mill or an
of
any
assassination
the
at
attempts
which
eevry one, no matter how
11
mill tax levy? Which tax rate will
public official. At present the statcontributes something to the
humble,
Is
a
rate
it
encourage
high
capital?
ute fixes the extreme punishment for
It is true, that everj
treasury.
or a low rate that induces the aver- public
assault with intent to kill, at five
one should contribute according to his
to
man
his
invest
in
little
stake
years, which with god time allowance, age
or in a wealth, and possibly, also according
and under the indeterminate sentence a home, a farm, in a store
to his income, but every one who enanswer
The
ought to be
law, may be reduced to a very short prospect?
ateasy, for the average man inquires joys the protection of the government,
period by a criminal who has
into the tax rate, not the assessment who is; given the privileges of a citi
tempted the life of an official. A mur- rate. Even where he
gets it into his zen, who uses the streets and roads,
more
derous attack on an official is
duty as well as a
a
rate should deem it
low
head
assessment
that
assault
heinous than the ordinary
ar- privilege, to contribute his or her
tax
will
he
the
rate,
equalizes
high
a
with intent to kill, not because
share to
the expense of govservant of the public is better than gue that an unfriendly assessor may ernment. meeting
is told of a MassachuIt
at
time
cinch
his
him
any
by
raising
but because
any other Individual,
assessment rate, but no unfriendly tax setts citizen that he sued a tax colsuch an assault is not only an attack
collector can raise his tax rate. The lector because the latter had failed
on
on a person but on the government,
tax rate is equal all over the com- to place him on the tax list. That is
the republic on the institutions that
monwealth, the assessment rate nev- the spirit with which the good citizen
guard the safety of all. New York is er
is and never will be, owing to the meets the demand for taxes if these
seriously considering the proposition different
standards of value in ap- are equitable, just and expended for
ofof making such a crime a capital
Arizona is there- the common weal.
fense and to punish it with death. praising property.
off
fore
with its high
much
better
That state already had increased the assessment
After listening last evening to the
low
tax
rate than is
and
a
pubon
extreme penalty for assault
manifold demands for reform, an inassessment
low
with
Mexico
its
New
lic officer to twenty years in the pennocent spectator remarked: "It. isn't
and high tax rate.
itentiary, but the attack on Mayor
reform that some men need but
Gaynor has aroused public opinion to
The excuse that "legislatures do not chloroform to make them forget for
such a pitch as to make it favor the
do
the will of the people' Is arrant the present, at least, their personal
a
proposition that a man who attacks
nonsense.
If the people have a will grievances and personal ambitions."
of
public official with the intention
soconcerning any matter it Is exceed- Now is the time to pull together for
killing him, is a deadly enemy of
to creingly easy for them to manifest that Santa Fe and New Mexico, not
ciety and should be put away. There will
man
whose
ate
The
dissension.
per'the
election
of
the
right
through
are strong arguments for this attitude
sonal dissatisfaction will cause him
If
kind
of
legislators.
they
permit
and New Mexico at the first opportunithemselves to be careless in the se- to imperil the adoption of a constity should coiisider it carefully, and at lection of legislators, what warrant tution and the speedy coming of stateleast, make more severe the penalty have we for believing that they hood, is an enemy of New Mexico as
for the offense.
would be more careful in direct leg- well as of Santa Fe.

I nder the initiative and recall, an
ass is sin like J. J. Gallagher, would
hav c the right to circulate a petition
ask ing for the recall of Mayor Gay-- .
nor He would get signers
and Mayor Gaynor instead of devoting
his time to giving New York City good
yox eminent would have to engage in
a lolitical campaign to save his offi- rial skin.
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iriilu-m-ial-

ATTORNEYS AT LAW.-

...

E. C. ABSOTT
Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the District and SuPrompt and careful
preme Courts.
attention given to all business.
New Mexics
Santa Fe,

....
....

CATRON & CATRON
Attorneys and Counsellors-at-LaOffice:
Catron Block
New Mexico
Santa Fe,

S

H

mm

MAKE, Assistant Casnicr

m

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

New Mexico

Chas. R. Easley.
Chas. F. Easley,
Estancia.
Santa Fe.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Attorneys at Law.

FRAKK

The Oldest Banking Institution in
Hew Mexloo. Established In 1070

-

2

$150,000
80.000

transacts general banking business in all its branches.
Loans money on the most favorably terms on all kinds of
personal and coiiater&f seen sty- - Buys an J se'.ls bonds and
stocks In all markets far its customer.
Buys and selis

domestic and foreign exchange and makes telegraphic transfer
to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
are
as
i
given by any money transmiiing agency public or
private. Interest allowed on time deposits at the rate ot three
oer cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments ef livestock an? products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
? and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in ail respects,
c as is consistent with safety and the principles of sound bank- 2
ing. Safety deposit boxes for reel. The patronage of the
2 oublic is respecfuliy solicited.

2

of money

HOLT & SUTHERLAND
Attorneys-at-La-

w

Practice in the District Courts as
well as before the Supreme Court of
the territory.
New Mexico
Las Cruces.

THE

HOTEL

RENEHAN & DAVIES
E. P. Davies

A. B. Renehan

WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

Attorneys-at-La-

Practice in the Supreme and District Courts. Mining and Land Law a

Cuisine and
Table Service
Unex celled

New Mexico

PRICHARD
and Consellor-at-LaPractice in all the District Courts
and gives special attention to cases
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
G. W.

Attorney

i

the Best Hotels in the West

One of

Office in Cairon Block.

specialty.
Santa Fe

I

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers
WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

WILLIAM McKEAN
Attorney-at-La-

Mining and Land Law.
New Mexico

Taos

C. W. G. WARD

Territorial District Attorney
Fov San Miguel and Mora Counties
-

Las Vegas,

-

New Mexico

-

W. A. FLEMING JONES
Bonds and Investments
TL S. Commissioner
for the Third
Judicial District of New Mexico.
Eastern and local bank references.
New Mexico
Las Cruces

....

far-goin- g

cloud-piercin-

A. HUGBES,

BEAD, Cashier.

OF SUiTA FE.

Attorney-at-La-

j

;

L,

J. B.

PALEK. President,

.

PAUL A. F. WALTER

Ar-tesi-

J.

CARDS

PROFESSIONAL

Santa Fe,

R.

EDWARD C. WADE

Commodious Sample Koss
Long Distance Telephone Station.

g

Attorney-at-La-

Practices in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, in the
Probate Court and before the U. S.
Surveyor General and TJ. S. Land

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

-

New Mexico

-

PlftESS

must islation?

wake up. The Civil war was fought,
forty years and more ago and while
not forgotten the participants have
forgiven each other. "Dixie" Is as
popular in the north as it is in the
south and fortunately, no waving of
the bloody shirt, no matter how frantic, will fan into flame the old embers
of sectional strife and discord.

The latest census returns give the
President Davila, according to to city of Santa Fe, in Argentina, a popday's dispatches, is throwing hun ulation of 192,278. The sister city in
dreds of suspects into foul prisons in South America is not near as old as
Honduras in which they perish from this ancient capital, but it makes up
The in progressiveness what it lacks in
filth, vermin and pestilence,
clhange of a few letters in the Presi- age. There are some people in this
dent's name, evidently would give a vicinity who would gladly swap some
true characterization of his real na of the years of Santa Fe, for a cotton
'
ture.
mill or a shoe factory.

TDK BUTTON WE DO THE REST.

R. W. WITTMAN

Draftsman
Copies furnished of records on file
in the U. S. Surveyor General's Office
New Mexice
Santa Fe,

Wfi Al6

JOHN K. STAUFFER
Notary Public
Office with the New Mexican Printing Company.
- New Mexico
Santa Fe,

Serving

....

I

"Oil

FULL C0URSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
. 'If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
and vnn will nnf ha
snniifir rpariv tn pat uuu
tn
uuffvi tvuuj iv nni
jvu nui iivi UUIO IU
Our Increasing patronage Is the
wait.
i
best
that we
merit yours.

proof

TH E HOTEL CORONADO
RATES J1.00A DAY AND UP

G.LUPE HERRERA
Proprietor

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

Gregg's Peerless Hote

o.
QROCERS

EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water In
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE In
the City to connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed,
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention
given to traveling
men,
Give us a trial If you want first classservice,

i

Senator Heyburn, of Idaho,

IN CONNECTION

a Good One.

Offices.

Las Cruces

FIRST CLASS CAFE

Corner of "Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave,

a

r

rr

i

WM. GREGG Prop.
i
,

SALE

ID

JULY

B

1910

I

All Summer Dress Goods, Silks ', Novelties, Lawns
Laces, Embroideries and Ladies Knit and Muslin
Underwear.
ALL ARE THIS SPRING and
S UMMER GOODS LA TEST STYLES and DESIGNS

If you like good Ooffpe then
you will surely be charmed
with

"CHASE

during entire
month of

SANBORH

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THEM

SEAL BRAND"

,

has a distinctive, Satis-- .
tying flavor rich, mellow
and fine the result of
scientific, careful blending
of perfectly roasted coffees
from the world's best plan-

It

S

,

tations.

Santa Fe Agents.

H.S.KAUNE
& COMPANY

PHONE 26

ADOLF

SELIGMAN

Ml

SOFT

DRY GOODS

US

Teieshmt tad

CO

II ami

year orders delivered

W6 following

re suggested te tfee thirsty m OBta&ting
eool and inviting
GINGER ALE, WILD
CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZ2C, COCO
COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
v

L

SANTA FE BOTTLING
drinks w&d, frwn filtered water.

--

"""'"ifflnmiiM.,

WORKS.

HENRY KRICK. Proprietor

,CTm

I

"j
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SOCIAL AND PERSONAL

ARE YOU

WW

-

EL!

FISHIN'Mf?. SPOBTMAN?

F. Lamar, a traveling man of At-- j
lain a, Ga., is at the Palace.
1 fez
James A. Jones, a sightseer from
Los Angeles, is at the Palace,
Harry Leight, a traveling man of
som I
Kansas City, is at the Claire,
f
,nez
F. S. Blackuiar and family of Chi-- :
a
'
rew
othe
ana
tackla.
- cago, are sightseers at Gregg's.
We've
supplies.
H. M. Stone, a sightseer from
got 'em all, everything
111., is at the Palace.
Blooniington,
that vou need. Just call at our store and
well
known
A. Mennett, Sr., the
talk to GUR MAN WHO KNOWS, he will be glad to
traveling man of Las Vegas, is in the
city.
tell you the best bait, the right flies,fard anjthir g else
Members of the "Green Eyed Girl
Company" are registered at the Coro-- ;
you wish to know.
nado hotel.
COME IN AND GET AC
Coal Oil Inspector Malaquias Mjar- OUAINTED WI'IH HIM"
tinez was bound for his home at Taos
this forenoon.
IT WILL BE TO, YOUR
Miss Boyle has gone to the Pecos
ADVANTAGE.
to spend a week or ten days as the
guest of Mrs. Viveash.
Nelson L. Legrand and Frank C.
j
V. Poo re, of the forestry service, are
here from the Duke City.
The ladies of the Cathedra! will give
If 200 YEARS AGO one of your ancestors had banked only 200 dollars
a concert early in September for the
at 5 per cent compound Interest and you had that $200 and the Interest, benefit of the Cathedral,
each dollar bill were a link In a chain, that chain would reach from New j Mrs. B. M. Thomas and friends will
Our Line is all new and complete in every
be at home to callers on Tuesday,
York to San Francisco . ""'
f fle8 s larger
detail our assortment
August IGth from 3 to 6 o'clock.
Money grows In our bank If you will let it.
'
Elmer Marsh will leave on next
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
and more complete, than ever.
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
Tuesday for Washington, D. C, where
have
lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, THE
he expects to take a law course.
I
Frederick D. Woolfoid has been ap-BANK &
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next'to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
pointed postmaster at Guam, McKin-:iethan ever before.
county, vice L. Ohlin, resigned.
T. J. Eurrill, vice president of the
INSURANCE
SURETY BONDS
University of Illinois, left today for
Albuquerque after spending a day or
two in Santa Fe.
up
Governor Mills will leave tomorrow
for Cloudcroft where he will deliver
WE HAVE .SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINS IN BOTH
an address before the Chautauqua
IMPROVED AND UNIMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
which opens Monday.
BUSINESS PROPERTY,
Mrs. O. C. Watson and Miss Alice
Watson leave for their home in Pueblo
Wholesale & Retail
tomorrow after a lengthy stay at
Houses and Furnished Rooms for Rent.
Dealers in
St. Vincent's Sanitarium.
W. Rollins, the well known CaliforSee our attractive list before buying.
nia artist, reft today far the Rito de
los Frijoles canon where he will colO- Clect material for several pictures.
Mrs. W. B. Prince has returned to Mich., to enter the law department of
Santa Pe, New Mexico
the city from the Sunshine ranch in the University of Michigan. He was
the Espanola valley, and while she a graduate from Yale in June.
For full partlcoJars call on or
119 San Francisco St.
Hon. L. Bradford Prince, who went
address the above company Phone. Fed Ko. 189
has been quite ill she U much im- to
Denver on Thursday will not return
proved.
j
The Misses Coors of Las Vegas, until Tuesday of next week. He will
who have been spending ten day.3 as reach his Sunshine ranch tomorrow,
the guests of Miss Madeline Mills will however, and Mrs. Prince will leave
leave tomorrow for their home in tomorrow for that point in the Espanola valley to meet him and to spend
Las Vegas.
the dozen
Exceptional Bargains
a day or two at the ranch. W. B.
"Judge H. L. Waldo, Santa Fe at- Prince comes down from the Sunshine
$1.00 $1.25 and $1 50
torney for New Mexico, with head- ranch in the Espanola
valley
quarters at Las Vegas, spent last and will remain in Santa Fe tonight
tt
several
night here on railway business. Albu- days.
j
WILSON RANGES AT COST
querque Morning Journal.
"Word has been received here of
Mr. and Mrs. Philip Hesdh
and the wedding of E. J. McWenie of Las
?
?
j?
daughter, Mrs. James DeMier, will
and Miss Muriel Hill of Idaho
TENT COTS OSTERMOOR MATTRESSES
.leave on Tuesday for Alby, Pennsyl- Vegas
-F- URNITURE-HOUSE
Colo. The wedding
FURNISHING,
Springs,
tookj
vania, on a visit. They will be gone
In Idaho Springs Wednesday.
place
a couple of months.
Mr. and Mrs. McWenie will travel
j I. , .. c.t Hon. Solomon Luna, of Los Lunas, through Colorado and other states re- -'
EXPERT EMBALMERS & FUNERAL DIRECTORS.
left Albuquerque last evening for his turning to Las Vegas about August j
THE C. B. A LA .SPIRITE I.S THE ONE CoJt-SE- T
ranches in western Socorro county. 20. Mr. McWenie is manager of the '
He expects to visit Santa Fe upon his Las Vegas Roller mills. He is one
THAT WORK S WITH NATURE To MAKE
return, which will be week after next, of the popular young business men of j
YOUR FIGURE PERFECT.
j
Mr. and Mrs. O. A. Foster who re-- j this
part of New Mexico. Mrs. Mc-- j i
at
sold
the Daily Range
cently
Raton, Wenie spent several winters here as
IT .SUPPORTS THE PART.S THAT NEED
j left
today for their new home at principal of the high school and has
JVST
.SUPPORT, AND THE NEW MoDEL-S- ,
Clayton, Union county, where tlhey a
number of friends in Las Velarge
'will go into the newspaper publishing
MoULD-RECEIVED
ANY FORM INTO A NEAT,
gas." Las Vegas Optic.
!
business.
Mrs. Hughes, mother of Mrs. O. C.
COMPACT
WITHOUT INTERFERING
FIGURE
Mrs. Lee Easley and her daughter.
Watson who has been visiting the latMiss Christella Easley, are the gnests
IN THE LEA-SWITHBoDILY COMFORT.
ter at the Sanitarium, returned to her
of General and Mrs. Charles F. Eas- in Albuquerque this morning.
home
IN THE
THE C. B. ALLOWS YOU To DRE-5-iley of this city. Mrs. Lee Easley is
From a causual meeting while on a
the wife of a prominent ranch and
HEIGHT OF FASHION WITHOUT A .SACRIFICE
hunting trip two years ago in New
cattle owner of Colorado.
in Chicago, was
to
Mexico
marriage
OF EITHER HEALTH OR ENJOYMENT.
Miss Frances Abbott, daughter
of
it3
Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Abbott and sister the span of a romance which had
FOR .SLENDER, MEDIUM AND WELL DEVEVma
of District Attorney E. C. Abbott, is llvw cuuumauuu
for-i- n
MacDonald
Cassius
Bruce,
LOPED FIGURED.
visiting her brother and Mrs. Abbott :wnen
DON'T HESITATE TO CALL
to her mer territorial governor of Oklahoma,
.return
She
this
will
city.
YOUR BUILDING
On us for information if you are in home at Rito canon next week.
and a prominent Knights Templar,
PRICE-RANGE'FROM 65C. $1 OO
own-hi- s
doubt as to the value of some toilet
Chief
II.
W.
and
Mrs.
Justice
Pope, and Mrs. Bertha Forney, a ranch
will be ma'e more satisfactory in apNew
or
Torrance
er
soap, complexion cream, talcum
mother-in-lacounty,
of Progreso,
AND
Mrs. Hull, and
pearance and in the matter of dura- tooth powder or any other toilet ac- sisters-in-law- ,
the
Misses
Hull, Mexico, were united in marriage. The
at St.
cessory. We'll give it gladly and have moved into the residence
bility if you use
ceremony was performed
VALUED EVER .SHOWN.
THE BE-5church.
honestly.
Mark's
Dr.
P.
Episcopal
John
Wagoccupied by
at
the
a
Mills
LUMBER
dinner
Governor
ner on Washington avenue.
gave
SOME SIMPLE MEDICINES
Land Commissioner R. P. Ervien executive mansion last night to the
bE SURE AND .SEE THE NEW IMwere
bought of us. Do you know anything Like Jamaica Ginger, Aromatic Spirits has returned from a trip to Deming, supreme court judges. Covers decora-cent
RECEIVED.
PROVED 5TYLEJ JU-5about our prices? If not, you've a sur- of Ammonia, Cathartics, etc., should Luna county. He reports that the re-- ; laid for twelve, and the tableferns. It
tions were pink asters and
have
rains
the
out
grass
brought
form
a
To
of
vacation
outfit
part your
prise in store. Let U3 figure on your
on the range in southern New Mexi-jwa- s
a nine course dinner, beginning
get the best, get them here.
next building.
co so that the entire country looks at. 7 p. m. and it was followed by a
STRlPLlfc-BDRfiOW& Company.
S
game of bridge. Chief Justice Will- prosperous.
.
H. Pope of Roswell occupied the
arrived
Fritz Meyer
in the city
Where your dollar buys the most.
of honor at the right of the host
day from Tesuque bringing 100 bask-sea- t '
ets of delicious free stone peaches and Associate Justices Parker, Abbott,
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
which he sold. Mr. Myer says the Mechem, Wright and McFie sat on
Connection made with Automobile peach crop this year in this section is either side. The other members of
PANSY PLANTS NOW.
line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily. not so large as was anticipated and the party were Secretary Jaffa, Attor-blame- s
CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
Automobile leaves Vaughn for Rosthe frosts.
ney General Clancy, Former Attorney
well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at RosGovernor
&
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
Wilson Mills, son of Governor Mills, General Prichard, Former
well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves has returned from a .surveying trip Otero of this city, and Attorney
DESIGNS.
BOYLE
V.
Mgr,
R,
Telephone No 145 Red
Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m. and will leave Monday a3 a hydro-- 1 Charles A. Spiess of Las Vegas.
ARK SELLING OUT!
YARDS
POCLTRY
CUREHDON
'
6
and arrives at Vaughn at p. m. The grapher under the
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.
ar--1
FRESH LAI D EGOS everyMay
fare between Santa Fe and Torrance rangement of the United States with
The Motley Grand will have a rec-th- e
Rocks
and
barred
White Wyandottea. Chickens
Pure
bred
Plymouth
Is $5.80 and between Torrance and
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed oil clean wholesome food
crowd tonight. New
Territory to measure the flow of
If you want anything on eartQ try Roswell J10. Reserve seats on auto
of
Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine polsonlngt
only. No chance
in the Territory.
Mr. Mills j tures and vaudeville will draw the
EGGS FOR HATCHING.
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
a New Mexican Want Ad.
will leave October, 1 for Ann Arbor, people..
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Take a little vacation next Sunday and
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Pacific

Railway

Every woman's iji.xi tluilis at tha
cooing and prattiin,j of a baby, and
motherhood is her highest and purest
joy. Yet the suffering incident to
this great consummation of her life's
desire, rohs the anticipation of some
of its sweetness. Most of this can
be avoided by the use of Mother's
Friend. This great remedy prepares the expectant; motneis system ior wie comthe term. Mother's
ing event, and its use makes her comfortable during all
Friend assists nature in gradually expanding all tissues, muscles and tendons, it
the
strengthens the ligaments, keeps the breasts in good condition, and brings
woman to the crisis in healthful physical condition. The regular use of
Mother's Friend lessens the pain
when baby comes, and assures a
j
quick and natural recovery for the
v
mother. For sale at drug stores.
'
J ZA
Write for free book for expectant

k

St, Louis Rocky ML

SATURDAY, AUGUST

M.

Company,

PASSENGER SCHEDULE

;

,

been issued to
still reside in
kansas valley
signified their

all of the pioneers who
this portion of the Ar
and all of them have
intention to bepresent.
The program for "Trail Day" includes a sham battle between
and Indians, broncho busting, relay races and a big barbecue.
The fair this year will be held four
days, September 6, 7, 8, and 9.

13, 1910.

FRATEBNAL SOCIETIES.
MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No

1, A. F. & A. M. Reg-

W1

ular communications
first Monday of eacf
month a Masonic ha?'
at 7.30 y. ia.

H. H. UORMAN,
NOTICE OF SALE OF MORTGAGED
Acting Master.
PROPERTY.
ALAN.K.
McCORD,
Notice
Secretary.
viris
hereby given, that by
7 30
0
5 00
tue of a judgment and decree in foref 8 20
1(3
f 4 15
8 35
Santa Fe Chapter No. L
20
f 4 05
closure, rendered and given by the
t 8 50
25
f 3 45
A. M.
R.
"qS
Regular con31
District Court of the First Judicial Dismothers.
f 3 25
19 10
vocation second Monday of
9 35
42
2 55
.M..Lv
in
for
and
trict,
the County of Santa
BEADFIELD REGULATOR
2 30
3 55
0
each month at Masonic
10 uo
...Ar: 12 00
2 50
Fe, Territory of New Mexico and
7
4 12
Ar Clifton H ouse. N. M.Xv JL37
9 40
At
j
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
4 12
42
iLv.. Clifton House N' M.Ari 11 37
entered and docketed in the office of!
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
f. k.Vi IrHIMHiflilWi
vet4 30
11 20
48
iMCTr
sPreston.
the clerk of said court, in and for said
4 50
Lv! 11 00
a,- KoehlerJunction
5 10
home of his uncle, W. J. Wamel. Mr. county, on the 24th day of May, A. D. ARTHUR SELIGMAN,. Secretary.
10 40
2
5 00
Koehler.
To5l
Holtcamp has been traveling in the 1910, in an action wherein Alois B.
Santa Fe Commander y No.
15 60
68
i.Colfax
tib io
and is now en route to his home Renehan was plaintiff and Mathias J.
cast
6 03
76
9 42
Uerrososo
1, K. T. Regular conclava
Ariz.
in
11
82
6 35
Douglas,
Ar
Cimarron
.Lv 9 25
Nagel and Louisa Nagel, his wife, dePalace.
fourth Monday in each
00
82
Lv
Cimarron
Ar 8 55
.Mrs. M. M. Dunston returned from
fendants, in favor of the said plaintiff
86
47
(1 08
Nash
H. M. Stone, Bloomington, 111.; T.
ti
month at Masonic Hall at
last
Silver
88
night.
H 18
fS 37
City
9
Harlan
and against the said defendants, for
J. Burrill, Xrbana, 111.; George Neel,
7:30 p. m.
T 35
94
Ar
Ute Park, N. M.. Lv 8 20
T. J. Clark, father of T. J. Clark, the
sum of Six Hundred and
Hon.
Denver;
J. A. MASSIE, E. C.
City; M. Harrison,
returned from Salt Lake. He left ($618) and no 100 Dollars andEighteen
W.
interest
E.
William H. Pope and party, Roswell; Jr.,
GRIFFIN,
Recorder.
'Connects with K. P. & S. W. Ry, train No.124 arriving in Dawson, N, M. av 6:15 p. i
N.
this morning for his home in Cliff,
in the sum of Forty-nin- e
Connects with K. P. AS, W. Ry, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55a. ru.
Dollars and
I,. Legrand, Frank C. W. Pool-er- ,
j Nelson
M.
Van
meets
M.
for
Houten
X,
M,
N.
at
Preston
trains
SStae
Forty-fou- cents ($49.44), making a
Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
Forestry Service; A. Menuett, Sr.,
D.iS. NORTH
Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMoines as follow:
M. L. Lewis, uniform tailor for the
BOUND:
SOUTH BOUND
total due of Six Hundred and Sixty-seve- n 14th degree. Ancient and
F. Lamar, Atlanta, Ua.;
Las
Vegas;
Accepted
in
is
No. 8. 10.44 a. m.
Deming
today.
No. 1. 4.48 a. m,
system,
Harvey
Dollars and Forty-fou- r
cents Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meet
Wilson W. Mills and party, Miss MaNo. 7.6 49 p. m.
No, 2. 11.11 p, in.!
A. A. Douglas sold a load of canta&.
T.
S.
A.
at
F. Ry.
Raton and Preston with O, S. Ry. at
Track connection with
($667.44) to the date of said judgment on the third Monday of each month
deline Mills, the Misses Coors, City;
lies Moines H P, S. W. Ry. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron
loupes from his place this morning
Northwestern at
and attorney fees for he amount of at 7:30 o'clock in the evening In
.1. T. Avery, Chicago; A. L. Conger,
Cimarron, N. M. which is depot or following station Ocate, Miami. Rayado
103
in
melons
for
there
$7.75,
being
and Red Lakes, N. M.
'
Chicago; R. S. Humphries, New York. the load.
Fifty Dollars ($50); that there is in- Masonic Hall, Bouth side of Plaza.
Ute Park, N. M. is depot forthe following stations in N. M. Arroyo Seco. Aurora,
Claire.
terest due on said amount to the date Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are corBaldy Black Lakes, Oerro, Klizabethtown. Lobo, CJuesta, Ranchos de Taos, Red
M. M. Dunston has been
awarded
River City, Talpa, Taos and Twining,
A.
Kansas City;
of this sale, at the rate of 12 per cent dially invited to attend.
Leight,
Harry
cement
contract for building a
Daily. fFlag, t Daily except Sunday
Mateo Lujan, the
in the sum of Thirteen Dollars and
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Albuquerque;
Stanton,
Lewis
Flat
the
block
school
house
for
E. J. DEDfvl AN,
F. M. WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
E. Osmer, Albuquerque; J. H. school
Thirty-fou- r
"cents
Venerable Master.
a
City;
to
(vi3.34),
be
making
district. The building is
V. P. & G. M.,
G. P. Agent,
Superintendent,
McCatchen, El Paso.
at- - HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
r
aue,
l0"
interest
and
work
The
twenty-fouprincipal,
feet.
wi
by forty
Raton. N.
Raton, N. f
Raton, N. M.
Gregg.
Secretary.
the torney fees of Seven Hundred and
will begin immediately so that
C. L. Pollard, Espanola; P. H.
Seventy-eigh- t
and
be in readiness for the Thirty Dollars
will
building
St.
Denver; M. W. Potsch,
cents ($730.78), to the date of this
B. P. O. E.
school term.
X. W. Taylor, El Paso; ensuing
Mo.;
Joseph,
1
Ill
Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E,
Jack Head and wife have returned sale; which judgment and decree,
F. S. Blackmar and family, Chicago; from the
Navajo Indian reservation among other things, directed the sale holds its regular session on the secSamuel Burdick, Chicago; James A. and will reside
permanently in Dem by me, the undersigned, as special ond and fourth Wednesday of each
Jones, Los Angeles.
ing.
Master, of the real estate and personal month. Visiting brothers are invited
Coronado.
A. J. FISCHER,
D. B. Stephens has bought property, hereinafter
Sheriff
to and welcome.
described,
The Green Eyed Girl Company, J. a residence on Zinc avenue.
J. D. SENA.
Exalted Ruler.
amount
of
the
said
satisfy
judgment,
!H. Horton and Wall and White, City;
who lives a few with interest thereon, attorney fees
Wilbur
Ramsey,
Secretary.
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
h. E. Hannon, City; W. K. Lock, Trin miles southwest of Deming, got his and costs and
the costs and expenses
idad.
all
and
in
Points
New
arm broken tlhi morning in a run- - 0f such sale and the residue, if any
Douglas,
KnTghts of Pythias.
away.
Fe
Santa
there
defendover
to
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
the
be,
Lodge No. 2, Knights ol
paying
LAWLESS
"MIKE"
CHAUFFEUR
John A. Lomax, who has been ants their heirs, executors, adminis- Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
NEVER HAD AN ACCIDENT.
spending some time in Deming col- trators or assigns.
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock in I.
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence
cowboy songs and frontier ballecting
Therefore, I, Melvin T. Dunlavy, O. O. F. hall, San Francisco St. VisitYet He Has Traveled 250,000 Miles lads leaves
in the morning for special
master
said
cause ing Knight's invited to attend.
in
With a Lightning Conductor
&
El
Apache d' Hoe, and will go from there duly
AUGUST REINGARDT, C. 0.
will
sell
the
apopinted,
Tells the Secret.
to Silver City. Mr. Lomax finished hereinafter
es- JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. 6
described
real
writing his book on the ballads of
To have traveled in distance ten the west while in Deming, which book tate and personal property to the hightimes around the world in the past six is now being published by Sturgis & est bidder, for cash, ct public auction,
at the front door of the court house, CHEAP ROUND
and a half years in motor cars which Walton, Xew York.
in the City of Santa Fe, in the County
the
consider
so many pedestrians
K. R. Stirlz and F. M. Cowles of
most dangerous of distance annihila-tor- Post City, Texas, drove in today from of Santa Fe, Territory of New Mexico,
For Rates and full iv. formation address
and yet to have never been in Las Cruces. They have been on the on the 21st day of September, A. D.
anv kind of an accident is the proud road since January prospecting in 1910, at 10 o'clock A. M., of that day.
TO ALL POINTS VIA
The premises, aforesaid, are described
A. FOX,
boast of Chauffeur Michael Lawless eastern and southern Xew Mexico.
who recently traveled (iooo mues
Mrs. W. E. Wilson and child of in said judgment and decree, as fol
A.
lows,
Santa
now
in
is
and
Texas
El
Paso, are visiting friends in
through
A tract or parcel of land lying with
El Paso Texas.
Fe.
in
the Santa Fe City Grant southeast
Mrs. W. E. Fendall and Miss Flor- "Mike" as he is known does not be
1in
z
of
citv of Santa Fe Partlv in Sec'
the
Effective June 2nd, 1910
motor:
for
his
ence
lieve in a snail clip
Tracy returned from Los Ange(30) and partly in Section
either. He has ridden with the swiit- - les where they have been spending tlon Thirty
Thirty-on- e
(31) of Township 17 North, ATLANTIC CITY
$74.05
est and is said to have rolled off a: the summer.
Range 10 East of the New Mexico
mile in 45 seconds on a New Jersey) R. F. Morris and H. W. Bellard,
ASBURY
PARK
j ficials
$73.70
of the
Telephone Meridian, and bounded as follows:
during a race.
"The automobile is not a such a Company have been in Deming for On the North and West by a line fol- BOSTON
$77.95
center of the Arroya
dangerous machine as is generally sup- the last two days inspecting the com lowing the
of
on
a
the
s
East by parcel
Chamisos,
CHICAGO
posed," said the chauffeur today in pany properties at this place.
$50.35
land lately owned by Francisco Gal
i
auto and autoists.
discussing
Mato
him
DETROIT
transferred
When the stomach, Heart, or Kid- - legos and by
know that the newspapers are piastered each day with accidents in which ney nerves get weak, then these or- - thias J- - Nasel and by the Santa Fe HOT SPRINGS
$44.60
tourinsr cars or little cars figure. But ana aiwava fail. Don't drus the City Grant; on the South by a line
intersecown
from
,
due
East
the
and
my
from close observation
stomach nor stimulate the Heart or running
KANSAS CITY
$35.35
tion ol a road known as the old Cer- experience I am convinced that acci Kidnevs. That is simmv a make-shif- t.
e
n
to
are
case
due
Arroya (jnamisos, ST. LOUIS
Get a prescription known to Druggists mls roai
dents in nearly every
$44.35
The personal property, aforesaid, is
the lack of knowledge or tne mau everywhere as Dr. ShooD's Restora$75.15
behind' the wheel. I do not think ol tive. The Restorative is prepared ex- described in said judgment and de- NEW YORK
pas- pressly for these weak inside nerves. cree, as follows,
less
car
much
a
carrying
running
2782 feet of ten (1.0) inch wrot iron
12 Hour
9
sengers with me until I master every. Strengthen these nerves, build them
2556
wrot
mecuau-ismfeet
inch
of
(8)
pipe;
tabeight
automoDues
detail of that
up with Dr. Shoop's Restorative
DAYLIGHT TRAINS .
ow quickly iron pipe; and 3000 feet of ten (10)
I then know its strength and lets or liquid and see
BETWEEN
endurance and feel instinctively when help will come. Sold by Stripling Bur- inch wrot iron pipe; a portion of said
Hondo
located
I think every rows Co.
at
Arroya
pipe
order.
being
out
of
is
anything
dam No. 2 and a portion at the resichauffeur ought to take this precau
dence of the said defendants, all in
&
tion and when he gets one make thor- THIRD COMET OF YEAR
a
is
only
control
it
oughly under his
BB
APPEARS IN HEAVENS. the County of Santa Fe and Territory
Liberal Limits and Stopovers
of New Mexico.
j
i
question of a litle effort and time for
MELVIN T. DUNLAVY,
Train Leaves Santa Fe 7:30
him to master another."
Denver, Colo., Aug. 13. Lured into
Special Master.
Mr. Lawless says that driving a car the
sky, apparently by the sensation
a. m. Daily.
Dated this 27th da of July, A. D.
TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS AT
in this country is just as different created
by the celestial body named 1910.
CITY OFFICE IN
from running one in the east as living for Mr.
Halley, during its last appear- is different. "When a man comes out
3BOWMAN & DUNLAVY, Attor-- 1 For information regarding freight
new comet has appeared in
a
i
ance,
and passenger rates etc. call
here from the east and thinks he has the heavens. It was discovered by neys for plaintiff. Santa Fe, N, M.
soon
over
he
New Jersey roads to go
H.
Metcalf of Taunton
the Rev. Joel
at city office, Laughlin Block
finds he is from Missouri and has to and reported to the Harvard college
Or Union Depot.
all
is
be shown lots of things. There
On
of
notice
the find,
observatory.
or Phone 145.
the difference in the world and the Dean H. A. Howe had no trouble in
numerous
as
tricks of these roads are
lnoatine it thrmieb the t.elescone at
as those invgular verbs they say theyith TTnivfil.sitv nf Denver observatorv.
L H. GIBSON,
have in the Spanish language which The coraet acc0rding to Dean Howe,
ueueva
iVkts
so
Tint
ia
onrl
oiten.
rP
i
moonitiifo
t!tiVi
we hear spoken
City Frt. & Pass. Agt.
It
-however, that "with experience any in tlhfi flass with Hallev's
" - at all.
chauffeur who observes correct habits appears in the west, he says, and
can guard against serious accidents people with good vision may be able
to life and limb."
to locate it through an opera glass.
At the present time it consists of a
Life Assurance Company
The Colorado
small head and a shadowy nucleus of
TOM HALL HAS GIVEN BOND
IN MURDER CHARGE. tail.
In effect March 1st
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Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
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Santa Fe,

Catron Block.
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Notice for Publ cation.

Serial

No. 0467, 013711.

Jemez Forest.
Not Coal Land.
of
the
Interior,
Department
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
July 12, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
M. Velasquez, of Coyote, N. M., who,
on July 27, 1908, and June 20, 1910,
made homestead entries No. 0467 and
NE
No. 013711, for SE 4 NW
NEJ
SW 4 S 2 NE 4 NE
Sec. 19, and W.l-NE
N 2 SE
NW
and NW 4 NW
NE
Section 20 Township 21 N, Range 3
B, N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice
of Intention to make final five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
above described, before Eliseo Lucero,
1--

1--

1-- 4;

1--

1-- 4

1-- 4

4

1--

1--

1-- 4

1--

1--

New Mexico.

2

1--

1--

probate clrek, at Tlerra Amarilla, N,
M., on the 26th day of August, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Placido Archuleta, Luciano de Her- rera, Florencio Vigil, Ygnacio Tru;
jillo, all of Coyote, N. M...
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.

Pain anywhere stopped in 20 min
utes sure with one of Dr. Shoop's Pink
Tablets. The formula is on the
box. Ask your Doctor or Druggist
about this formula!
Stops womanly
25-ce-

pains anywhere,
headache,
Write Dr. Shoop, Racine, Wis., for
free trial to prove value, of his Headache, or Pink Pain Tablets. Sold by
Stripling Burrows Co.
pains,

Lightning

Struck a Power Line
Awarded for a Cement
Block School House.

Con-tra-

"SANTA FE TRAIL DAY"
AT LAS ANIMAS, COLORADO.

Las Animas, Colo., Aug. 13. "Santa
13.
Tom
Fe
Trail Day" which will be observed
Hall
N.
M.,
Aug.
Deming,
who shot and killed Juan Benavides for the first time on September 8 dur-'in- g
the Bent county fair, will be the
a few days ago returned to his home
near Nutt station yesterday after giv-- " greatest feature day ever Iheld in
Bent county. The largest crowd that
ing bond.
Mrs. Rosch and son returned from 'ever assembled in Las Animas will
and Illinois be here to commemorate the events
Michigan
Wisconsin,
several
for
been
months that made this old trail famous,
has
she
where
'Charles Carson of Nine-mil- e
bottom,
visiting relatives.
Robert Mahan, in the employ of J.!a son of Kit Carson, the great old
A. Mahoney, is spending' a few weeks scout who had much to do with the
building of the trail, will be a gue3t
with relatives in Indiana.
Special invitations have
W. E. Holt and Ralph
Ely went of honor.
to Gage this morning.
During a thunder shower yesterday
afternoon, lightning struck the powis lmercBUiu ana suouia Know
er line near the place of Dr. J. M.
about tho wonderful
iMARVELWhirlingSpray
Williams and burned out the fuse in
'IBS new VRCinnl Fjringe.
his motor, so that he has been unisest mom, conven
ient. It eleansea
able to run his pumping plant since.
tantly.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Garrett who Ask yonr drugirfrt for It.
tne
have been visiting in the home of R. If ha cannot 6UDMV
m "',.',
row
accept no
MARVEL,
it..... hnt mann ' u m n for
M. Perry returned to their home in
m
clrea
puled. It
mil
Arkansas.
?.?:r.."Vcv0F:E
1.
Wm. J. Holtcamp is visiting in the 44
t SSd Street, KIWIVK.

Ever?

ftoan

AND

CELEBRATION

GRAND STATEHOOD

ALBUQUERQUE

OCT.

38

1910

A SOLID WEEK OP RECREATION AND AMUSEMENT
HIGH CLASS HARNESS AND RUNNING RACES
BA.SB BALL TOURNAMENT
GRAND MILITARY DISPLAY
FIRST ANNUAL DOG SHOW
GRAND RESOURCES EXPOSITION
EYERY SPECIES OF SEW AND INSTRUCTIVE

AMUSEMT WILL

BE

PROVIDED

THE C W. PARKER AMUSEMENT COMPANY will furnish the down tow a night attractions, Fourteen high-classhows and sensational free acts.

J. R.

REDUCED RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
Write the Secretary fo premium lists or other Information
JOHN B. McMANUS
O'RIELLY,

President.

Secretary.
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BY ORDER OF THE

REPUBLICAN
CENTRAL COMMITTEE, SANTA
FE COUNTY.
A delegate convention
or tha Republican party of the county of Santa
K'
is hereby called to meet at the
f.ourt house in the citv of Santa Fe,
'New Mexico, on Ausust 20th. 1910.
at 2 o'clock p. in., to nominate five
candidates for said party for election
as delegates to the Statehood Convention, for which purpose primaries will
be held jn each precinct of the county on August 17th, 1910, to meet in
all precincts outside of the city of
Santa Fe at four (4) o'clock in the
afternoon, and Precinsts 3, 4, 17 and
i; at. seven-thirt(c.JO) o clock p.
m., 10 nominate delegates to the county convention. Primaries in each precinct to be entitled to the number of
delegates, and to meet and to be called to order by the below persons, as
follows:
Precinct No. 1 Two delegates t0
meet at the school house on the hill
and to be called to order by Benito
Lujan.
Precinct No. 2 Two delegates, to
meet at the school house and to be
.lied to order by Poluo Dom.nguez.
No. 3 Eleven delegates, to
eet at the house of Simon Vigil,
and to be called to order by Telesfor
Rivera.
Precinct Xo. 4 Eleven delegates, to
meet at Cordova Hall, and to be called to order by E. C. Abbott.
Precinct No. 5 Five delegates, to
meet at school house, near house of
Felix Romero and to be called to order by Felix Romero y Dominguez.
Precinct Xo. 6 Two delegates, to
meet at the house of Bonafacio Nar-vaiand to be called to order by
jjonaracio xarvais.
Precinct Xo. 7 Three delegates, to
meet at the hall of Rafael Granito
and to be called to order by Matias
Montoya.
Precinct Xo. 8 Two delegates, to
meet at St. Joseph's Hall and to be
called to order by Pedro Pena.
Precinct Xo. 9 Three delegates, to
most at school house, nearest the
house of Tomas Roybal, and to be called to order by Tomas Roybal.
Precinct No. 10 Three delegates,
to meet at the school house and to be
called to order by M. C. Kinsell.
Precinct Xo. 11 One delegate, to
meet at the school house and to be
called to order by Nicolas Montoya.
Precinct No. 12. Three delegates,
to meet at the school house and to be
called to order by Marguerto Chaves.

FARMER'S WIFE
HAD HEAP TO DO
FOR RENT Six Room house for
Mrs. Shepherd Was in Bad Shape rent. D. S. Lowitzki.
When She Cou'd Not Stand on
FURNISHED ROOM Modern conHer Feet
veniences.
Lady only. Apply New
Mexican.

Durham, N. C "1 am a farmer's
wife," writes Mrs. J. M. Shepherd, ol
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Man - winning

gear, built by
who bioiv what they

J

ihi.n.fnr.nirdrmi
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are about, in a 1lodcl

"I DO NOT

DRINK!"
Work
1.1
tl
III. Ill TIdll.
flAm

"The Ideal State, and that Which We Should
llnnnaetilnnaklu"

for,

is

factory

Prohibition
I
I

j

i

The

New Mexican by the natives. Before the authorities
assumes no responsibility for opin- - could realiez and cope with the situ- ions expressed in this column. )
ation, the whole army was in an
Drunkenness
alarmying condition.
and its attendant excesses were uni-- i
versal. And right here let me say
STATEHOOD WITH
that
this native beverage was little
'
stronger than American beer. But the
new environment in which the sol-- '
0111
dier was placed increased to a mark- ed degree the deleterious effect conse-- ;
j
"The Ideal State, and that quent to his indulgence.
"This wrought untold injury to the
which we should work for troops before a mandate prohibiting,
miles j
is Prohibition, unquestion-ably".-- the sale of the drink within fourenforc-.
of a post could be effectively
(Communicated.

foot- -

1

where it is

not ft how many
tf

"but

how good", that

raises the wages.

j

j

SALOONS!

j

j

H. TAFT.

ed.

j

"But that point can better be ex-- ;
PRESIDENT TAFT FOR PROHIBI-TION- .
plained in another way. Let the same
soldier return from the Philippines
President Taft says: "I do not to America. The beer works the same
drink." "The ideal state, and that on him as the Philippine vino. He,
we should

which

work for, is Prohibition, unquestionably." He turns
down his social glass at banquet. In
this he sets a good example to the nation. For this the best citizens honor
him. While secretary of war, Mr.

Taft, according to press dispatches

of an interview said:
"Looking at it in a general way and
speaking from an experience in public life covering many years, I can say
that to the active individual, drinking
is unsafe and a hindrance to success.
To the youth it is a positive danger,
and for a doctor to prescribe liquor
for any but the aged, is a real crime.
"But to any man who is actively en-- 1
gaged in responsible work, to him who
must have at his command the best
that is in him at its best, to him who
g
is at the
period of his
existence, to him I would, with all the
emphasis I possess,, advise and urge:
Leave drink along absolutely.
"Even if some can 'take it and leave
it alone,' to quote a common phrase,
nothing is gained by its moderate use,
and the risk he incurs is at times imhabit-formin-

minent.
"Personally I refuse to take such a
risk. I do not drink. And so, the
whose business compels him to
lead a nomadic life, the commercial
traveler, professional man, and especially the soldier or sailor that class.
particularly should practice teetotal-ismper-"so-

n

.

"To illustrate, when the American
troops first arrived in the Philippines,
they indulged freely in the native
drink called 'vino' supplied to them
D. & R. G.

BRAKEMAN HAS
HIS FOOT CUT OFF.

Alamosa, Colo., Aug.

13.

Walter F

Stevenson, 22 years old, a Denver &
Rio Grande fireman, while stepping
from the platform of an engine at
slipped and fell beneath the
wheels, his left foot being so badly
crushed that amputation was necesAn-tonit-

sary later. Stevenson wiho is a resi,
dent of Alamosa, was taken to
where the operation was performSali-da-

ed.

I

;

WILL GIV e

sioeo

LAftaCr

UUiitt

"fin

Rill I
IU w ii
rAIL
TREAT EEF0RE IT POISONS DEE? SLfiSDS
WITHOUT KNIFE OR PAIN. N3 PAY UK TIL VJSm
IF
I

5G80 CURED

AN ISLAND PLANT
MAKES THE CURE
Any

is

GUARANTEE

Tumor, Lump or

Sore on the Lip, l ace
or Body G months
IS CANCER- .They
never pain until last
120 -- PAGE
stage.
HOOK SENT FREE
with testimonials of hun- flrorla PlirrH fiftir flthliiB
failed Write nnd askthrm. 26 years curing C.inte?

IS CANCER, and

if

Worn, Ne'er Forsworn

;

nested
the

h
l.OT

mm
1

it
alwnys
nnd kill

Wdres$Dlf&MRS.DaCKMJLEY,TOM
Hanacen U. S. CANCER CURE, LARGEST In the WCLD
745 AND 747 S. MAIM ST., LC3 ANGELES, CSL

KIMDU MAIL TO SOMEONE WITH CAKCE?

"M"

PRACTICAL EDUCATION fully explained.
Write today. Albuquerque
Business College, Albuquerque, N. M.

1

.

j

Precinct No. 13 Three delegates,
to meet at the school house and to be
because of his absence, is more like- called to order by W. N. Taber.
CUSTOM MADE BY
ly to be overcome by his drinking. So
Precinct No. 14 Three delegates,
Wertheimer-Swart- s
Ske Co.
that it can readily be seen that to him
to meet at the school house and to be
who changes his residence periodic- j
called to order by Runialdo Ortega.
ST. LOUIS, U. S. A.
ally, the effect of drinking alcoholic;
Precinct No. 15 Two delegates, to
j
beverages is more pronounced than on
meet
at the school house and to be
loj
the individual who is permanently
called to order by Bias Quintana.
cated an effect of which in all cases,
Precinct No. 16 Four delegates, to
however, to a greater or lesg degree, '
meet
to
at the school house and to be
demoralizing
and
are
is disintegrating
constitution framed at Santa Fe
the physical, mental and moral fiber acting unwisely; for even though that called to order by Epimenio Mestas.
i
Precinct No. J7 Eight delegates, to
of the drinker.
constitution be in some respects ob"And then, too, the soldier and his jectionable to them, it would be bet- meet at Manderfeld Hall, old office of
for an- ter for New Mexico to enter the probate court, and to be called to
like should be
other very important reason. Drink Union under it than not to go into the order by T. B. Catron.
makes a man more susceptible to dis Union at all. Denver Republican.
Precinct No. 18 Seven delegates,
ease. For instance, the drinking man
to meet at the county court house and
who goes down to Panama will take
yellow fever at least runs a greater
CISCH
chance of taking it than his sober
j
companion.
"I do not mean to assert that tee-- i
Cathedral.
totalism is a panacea for all disease,! Thirteenth Sunday after Pentecost.
but it is a very great shield and pro- First mass at 6 a. m. Second mass
tection. With hardly an exception, 9:30 a. m. Sermon in English. Third
the men who are incapacitated first mass at 10:30. Sermon in Spanish.
Benedic-anduring the preliminary activities of ' Kt 6:30 p. m. Vespers and
The
tion.
drinkers.
are
the
campaign,
same is true in every effort of life j Monday, Aug. 15. Feast of the
demands the best energies of a sumption of the Blessed Virgin Mary,
man. He who drinks is deliberately First mass at 6 o'clock a, m. Second solemn mass with deacon and subdisqualifying himself in the race for
aeacon anu wun me cuoir oi iue
j
advancement."
Cathedral,
Mr Taft was shown the statement
1
eltect
to
ta
made by Genera
,
that 95 per cent of the crimes and mis-Benedictjon
t0
due
demeanors of the army are
m
6.30
p
drinK. This statement Mr Taft believed to be true in every respec tAu.
after Tri
Issue.
The Southwestern
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m.
Morning prayer atJl a. m.
20 YEARS AGO TODAY
F. W. PRATT,
Minister in Charge.
From the New Mexican of this datei
I
1890.
St. John's Methodist Episcopal.
in
question
The leading political
Sunday school 9:45 a. m. Worship
a. m. Theme of discourse: "The
New Mexico is statehood.. Last year
a convention assembled in Santa Fe child of God and the Prince of This
which framed a constitution for the world." Senior League 7 p. m.
state. The Republicans ship 7:45 p. m. Theme of discourse:
make the issue upon this constitution j "The Good Samaritan." We are glad
and will submit it to the people for; to welcome strangers and visitors.
C. F. Lucas, Pastor.
adoption.
Presbyterian Church.
Some of the Democrats profess to
Sabbath school at 9:45 a. m.
be anxious for statehood, hut the
Christian Endeavor at 6:45 p. m
party is almost unanimous In opposiNo preaching services.
tion to the Santa Fe constitution. The
Prayer meeting Wednesday evenins
Democrats claim that they were not
conven
7:45 o'clock.
at
in
the
properly represented
Everybody welcome.
tion which framed that constitution,.:
and that the instrument which is pre
sented to the people tor aaopuon
August time, tells on the nerves.
hears too distinct a Republican char-- : gut that spiritless, no ambition feelacter.
ing can be easily and quickly altered
New Mexico's great need Is state- by taking what is known to druggists
hood. New Mexico has existed under everywhere as Dr. Shoop's Restoraa territorial fornj of government for tive. Within 48 hours after beginning
more than forty years. Its progress to use the Restorative, improvement
has been slow, and as long as a terri- will me noticed. Of course, full health
torial government Is maintained, it will not immediately return. The
will be slow. There will be neither gain, however, will surely follow. And
a great development nor a rapid best of all, you will realize and feel
your strength and ambition as it is
growth in New Mexico until it
a state.
returning. Outside influences depress
It is therefore the duty of every; first the "Inside nerves" then the
resident of the territory who Is faith-- : stomach, Heart and Kidneys will usu--f
ul to its interests to favor the state- - ally fall. Strenghten these failing
hood movement. The obligation rests : nerves with. Dr. Shoop's Restorative
upon the Democrats a? much as it and see how quickly health will be
does upon the Republicans. The Dem-- yours again. Sold by Stripling Eurocrats in opposing statehood under the rows Co.

:
;

FOR SALE CHEAP Steel frame 2
wheel cart;
electric
battery with
dry cells, and automatic rifle.
See
Doctor Rivera.

non-Preci-

'

FOl'XD A pair of gold spectacles
on Palace avenue.
Owner can get
same by calling at Xew Mexican and
identifying same.
,

FOR SALE Lands Irrigated by th
N. H
Write to: Ladies' Advisory Dept., Chttta- - Santa Fe Irrigation and Improvement
nooga Medicine Co Chattanooga, Tenn.. lor Special Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
book. Home Treatment
Instructions, and
lei Women.'" sent in plain wrapper, on request
Michael, Real Estate.
j
'

to be called to order by

G. W.

Prich-ard-

TYPEWRITERS

.

Precinct Xo. 19 Two delegates, to
meet at the school house and to be
called to order by Antonio Garcia y
Armijo.
i

Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
platents furnished. Ribbons and supplies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guaranteed. Santa Fe Typewriter Exchange. Phone Black 231.

meet at the school house and to be
called to order by Juan Cunningham.
Precinct No. 21 Two delegates, to
The
Girl sure fooled
meet at the school house and to be; greater Santa Fe with her clever dis- -

'

Green-Eye-

j

non-drinke-

j

called to order by Otto Getts.
Precinct Xo. 22 One delegate, to
meet at the school house Xo. 4, and
lo be called to order by Antonio Jose
Romero.
Precinct Xo. 23 Two delegates, to
meet at the school house and to be
called to order by Nocilas Hernandez.
The meeting must be called to order
promptly at the hour designated, not
a minute earlier, and the party calling
it to order must receive nominations
for president of the same from all who
desire to make nominations and give
ample time therefor; if more than one
nomination be made for President, the
Republicans present must be divided
and tellers appointed, one teller designated to each side to make the count
and the result determined by that
count. Only persons belonging to the
Republican party shall be allowed to
participate in the meeting, or be
counted in the votes.
The action of the primary, in detail,
shall be reported to the County Republican Committee by 10 o'clock a.
m., of the 20th day of August, 1910, by
the President of the meeting, and credentials shall be given by him to each
delegate nominated to the County
Convention.
T. B. CATRON,
Chairman.
CHAS. CLOSSON Secretary.

d

guise. She pleased the big audience
last night he is a clever singing and
dancing soubret. Go with the crowd
tonight to Motley's opera house and
see a good show.
Notice for Publication.
Not Coal Land
06873
Pecos Forest Reserve.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
July 12, 1910.
Notice is hereby given that Pruden-ciGonzales, of Pecos, N. M., who,
on July 12, 1905, made homestead entry (serial 06873), No. 8396, for SW
SE
SE
SW
Sec. 3,
NW
NE
Sec.
NE 4 NW
10, Township 17 N., Range 12 E., N.
M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of intention to make final five year proof,
to establish claim to the land above
described, before register and receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on the 25th
day of August, 1910.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Crestino RIbera, Manuel Sandoval,
Ramon Quintana, Crescencio Roibal,
all of Pecos, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
o

4

1--

4

1-- 4

1--

1--

1--

Register.
(Published in tlhe New Mexican, of
Santa Fe, N. M.)
Go with the crowd, two shows, Motley's opera house, 10 and 15 cents.

UiCEIElIS

'

y

h

0t

A Famous Pecos Valley Ranch of 12,000 acres is
now being offered for sale in tracts of from 10 to 40
acres, at $125.00 to $250.00 per acre on the follow-

-

Anti-Saloo-

n

ing terms:

Per Cent Down and 10 Per Cent a Year
Until Paid, With 6 Per Cent Interest
10

n

Wor-propose- d

-

SW0SM TO. NO
OR OTHER SWINDLE.
ABSOLUTE

Once

,

FOR SALE
Thirty horse pow-e- r
engine, good as new. Inquire,
at Santa Fe Planing Mill.

1

y

pf

FOR RENT S loom modern brick
house, line location, 2 ill Agua Fria St.
C. Y. Dudrow.

this city, "and have a heap to do."
"Four months aeo I could not stand
on my feet, to do anything much, but at
this time do the most of my work. I
took Cardui and it did me more good
than all the doctors.
"You don't know half how I thank you
for the Cardui Home Treatment. I w ish
that all women who suffer from womanly
trouble would treat themselves as have.
Ladies can easily treat themselves at
home, with Cardui, the woman's tonic.
It is easy to take, and so centle in its
action, that it cannot do anything but
good.
Beinsj composed exclusively ofveee- table ingredients, Cardui cannot lay up
u"r
lIuulc
V . """ercU urus
nav nsj no
vnen uu, iu iniiieuieiui,
harsh) medicinal effects, and being
poisonous and perfectly harmless, Cardui
is absolutely safe for young and old.
Ask your druggist. He will tell you to
try Cardui.

J

Three large spring rivers, will be furnished consumNorth, Middle and South ers at city rates.
Berrendo, rise within the One half mile from the
place
corporate limits of the
This property is in the finest business and resiheart of the greatest Arte- dential city in New Mexico,
sian basin in United States, We publish a very handAbundant water right some book describing this
from either of the above and other irrigated prowith each tract.
perties which we will be
Entire property will be glad to send you on rewired for light, power and ceipt of 6c to cover
telephone service which

Berrendo Irrigated Farms
DEPT. F., R0SWELL, NEW MEXICO.

Co.

i.
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(Continued From Page Two.)
Call and see the finest baby in
town at the Eyles Music Co.
Sweet Peas, any sihade at a populai
price, MfConvery 415 Palace Ave.
FOR SALE CHEAP Plain furniture. 309 College street.
Breaking Up Ice in Finland is an

GROCERY AND BAKERY
WATERMELONS, STRAWBERRIES, CAN.
OF FRESH
ALL KINDS
TALOUPES,
FRUITS, VEGETABLES etc. etc.

educational film of exceptional interest, that will keep you cool. It's at
the Elks' tonight.
Drouth at Roswell Less than two
inches of rain have fallen at Roswell

OUR STOCK OF GROCERIES IS COMPLETE
AND DONT FORGET THAT OUR BAKERY
DEPARTMENT IS FIRST CLASS.
TRY OUR LEMOX PIES.

F. ANDREWS

P'BKKU.

0.

4.

AGRE&T RAZOR SA1
WEEK

only

$2.59

P

CPMPl
t?fyk
:

$3.00

$3.50

$4.00

$4.50

$5.00

IMPORTED RAZORS as low as

uited

VSou fiwhichVs"

goods We secured a bfcrtoS-- t a
r?.P i n" t0 oiTer J'0" !f following goodsat nearly half the prices. All
fully guaranteed ; if not satisfactory, th?y can be exchanged. The
assortment comprises
all of the following Well If tlnroti nmtroc- Wade & Butcher No. 150
Ben Hur No. 107 ) Your choice
Wo.tenholm I. X. L. No. 148 Lewis No. 105
(ofanyof
Woatanholm Pinm Nn 1
rsrandt No. lOO
f these
I
ri
v3
Roger Riutor No. 116
Blue Steel No. 117).50 Razors
Also a few verv
nrirert
" 1
'
Btely finished, to go at half price.
aUhigh-grad-

e

f

11 7
JI

J

hih

f!nnr,u"!H'!.fMZ

3.50 Erardt No. 115, $?..77
I
112, $1.97
$4.50 Brandt No. 110, $2.47
Brandt Brat No. 119, regular priee
our price $2.S7 each
All razors are full hollew ground,$3.00.
and set ready for ue.
Ve trill also place cn sa'.e 1000 of the genuine

BRANDT

SELF-HONIN-

RAZOR

G

"efryin"

STROPS

Our Price S70 each

The Brandt
Razor S?rop is the best razor strop on the
market
Theonly razurstrop m the world that hones nnd
razor
at
same
the
strops your
time and enables vou to obtain an
an experienced barber can give. The Brar.ut Self,
edge whicn only
will put a keener edje on a razor with fewer
honing Kazort-trop- .
strokes tnau any other razor stroo. GUARANTEED nev;-- co be.
come hard or glossy
Specinl
Brnndt SaMv Razor end
Eracat Shaving Brmb for sie. cb. SiiU.
BIT,T,RDw
g

i

OKI-3&-

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
The Rexall Store.
$2.00 Razor Hones 97c,
dam

3

since Xew Year.
Herd Law Election at Tolar The
herd law carried at Tolar, Roosevelt
county, this week by three majority.
Mule Struck by Lightning Lightning struck a mule belonging to N.
Turner at Mcintosh, in the Escancia
valley, and killed it.
Tolar Joins Dry Column The only
saloon at Tolar, Roosevelt county, has
been refused a renewal of its license
and Tolar is now in the dry column.
..Encino Progress Sells Out The
Encino Progress, published at Encino,
Torrance county, has been sold by B.
Salas to J. F. Edwards of Bogard, Mo.
Arrested for Grand Larceny Sher
iff Lucero of Las Cruces arrested L.
Y. Garcia at Clifton, Arizona, on the
charge of grand larceny and took him
back with him to Dona Ana county.
Getting Even with the Lawyer and
Tommy Getting his sister married will
keep you in an uproar from start to
finish. They are at the Elks' tonight
only. Show at 8 o'clock.
New Mexico Central on Time Officials of the New Mexico Central railway announced today that the damage
done at Clark by washouts (has been
repaired and the trains are running
jOn scheduled time.
Held Up at Albuquerque Perry
Graham was held up by two rough
looking young men at Albuquerque,
who jumped on him, beat him about
the face and relieved him of $5 but
failed to find a wad of bills he car- ried in his hat.
A New and Interesting program at
the Elks' theatre Sunday. PictureaUhe
best, house the coolest, location the
closest. And it's always good, if you
see it at the Elks; so remember
at 8:45 the big show at the
Elks' will be on.
The finest baby in town just arrived
'at EYLES MUSIC CO.
Latest Primary Returns The lat-- i
est returns of the Democratic pri- maries in Chaves county, still .show
the following to be in the lead: Green
b. Patterson 605 votes; Emmett Pat-to564 votes; G. A. Richardson 520
.votes; John I. Hinkle 505 votes.
Las Cruces Tolerates No Houses of
III
Fame Enriqueta Bloom, who
came to Las Cruces from El Paso
some time ago, was brought into
court yesterday charged with keeping
an illegal house within tJhe city limits, the prosecuting witness being
Burton Potts whose residence is op
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posite the Bloom house. The court but as the Petrolithic company was
assessed a fine of $50, together with the lowest bidder both on the rock
and earthwork construction of the
a sentence of 60 days in jail.
Carbonier Juan railroad, it is expected that this comDeath of Juan
will
Carbonier, died at the age of 50 pany & be awarded the contract.
Brown
Connor of Tucumcari, were
Mr.
Las
Carbonier
at
Cruces.
years
lowest
bidders on the bridge conthe
came to this country when he was a
on the line and will probstruction
his
with
the
small boy, coming
uncle,
be awarded the contract for uhis
late Francisco Carbonier. His uncle ably of the work.
was one of the most widely known part
Tough Luck The Cuervo, Guadaand respected men of the Mesilla vallupe County, Clipper ives an incident
ley.
telling where the trouble resulting
Roosevelt
Republicans from a mortgage will end. A man
County
Name Candidates The Republicans mortgaged his farm to buy his wife a
of Rosevelt county have put the fol- pair of
The wife took in
lowing ticket in the field in opposition washing to pay the interest on the
to two Democratic and one Socialist mortgage, and one
day lost one of the
ticket: W. E. Lindsey, of Portales; diamonds in the suds, and tried to
M. W. Waldron, of Elida, and E. J.
hang herself in the barn, but the rope
Maples, of Nobe. The ticket is a good broke and she fell on a $150 Jersey
one and while Roosevelt county is cow,
breaking its back.
normally Democratic it is very likely
No. 3 is LateTrain No. 3 of the
that the Republicans will elect their Santa Fe from Chicago arrived four
men.
hours late at Lamy and the mail
Mother and Child Buried in Same reached here two hours late.
The
Coffin Her own burial suspended be- cause of the delay to the flyer could
cause of the rains and high waters, not be ascertained.
Mrs. L. Petty, who died at Tucumcari
Democratic Primaries and Convenand was to have been interred Wed- tion Chairman Arthur Seligman of
nesday, was accompanied to the grave the Democratic county central comby her infant child who followed her mittee today issued a call for primathe county
in death by only a day. The two were ries on August 16 and
buried in the same coffin, the babe convention on August 22.
Charges Against Local Policeman
clasped in the mother s arms. The
aged father of Mrs. Petty arrived Charges against Policeman Feliciano
barely in time to view the deceased. Sena will be heard in the office of
on
W. Armijo
The Power of the Wig The "Green Probate Clerk George 4
o'clock.
at
afternoon
Monday
Eyed Girl" had the boys guessing at
Call and see the beautiful Fisher
the Grand Motley opera house last
Grand Piano just unboxed from
Baby
night and also in the plaza yesterday the
factory at Eyles Music Co. You
afternoon. Dressed in a walking
can purchase it at the factory price.
gown with her Dachshund straggling
The Political
Campaign Tickets
Girl"
by her side the "Green
Eyed
convention are
constitutional
for
the
looked a perfect lady and it was a
Johnnies row up in eleven of the twenty-sigreat shock to tJhe
of New Mexico. In the other
to see Her Ladyship remove her wig
last night after doing clever song3 flneen most of the nominations will
be made on Saturday of next week,
Her Ladyship is a
and dances.
boy but "she" has the femi- although in Socorro and Mora counties
convetions will be held as late as Aunine air, nonetheless.
25.
gust
Murderer
of
Reward
for Capture
Big
A reward of $500 has been offered
by the relatives of Emil Katzenstein
Ladies beautiful glass framed soufor the apprehension of his slayer. venirs given away tomorrow
night
Katzenstein was killed at Socorro on Motley's opera house.
Thurscday, July 28, and has a brother who is in business In Las Cruces.
The machine at the Motley's broke
The alleged slayer is described as foldown
last night and disappointed
lows: Height, five feet, seven inches;
but the good vaudeville made
hair, brown; features, long; weight, many,
errors. Tonight good pictures
for
up
170 pounds;
blonde;
complexion
shoe on a double and all will be in shape.
wears about 9
E last, troubled with facial nervousness and has an American spread PERSONAL ITEMS OF INTEREST
FROM WINDWILL CITY.
eagle tattooed on his forearm. He is
a cook by trade and served years in
Deming, N. M., Aug. 13. John
the United States army, part of that
Doran, who has been in the employ of
time in the Philippine Islands.
the Santa Fe at Winslow, Ariz., has
Railroad Cutter to Dam Site Alto Deming to live.
returned
though the official award has not yet
William
Ward, an employe of the
been made by the reclamation service
Chino
Company at Santa Rita,
Copper
at Washington for the construction of
on business.
in
is
today
Deming
the Elephant Butte railroad, the
Miss
Ethel
recently in
Marteeny,
which
submitted the
company
Messrs.
of
the
Perry & Lester,
employ
lowest bids for schedules 1 and 2, is
a position
has
accepted
abstractors,
to
move
to
outfit
its
the
preparing
site of the railroad line. It will be in El Paso.
Walter Jones, a prominent ranchseveral days before official notificaman
of the Ft. Cummins country, is
tion of the award is received here,

in Deming today on business.
Sheriff D. B. Stephens returned this
morning from a short business trip
to El Paso.
Mrs. J. A. Ehrmann has returned
from Kansas City, where she has been
for several months
attending her
daughter, Gracie, while being treated
In a hosiptal there. After undergoing several operations Gracie is very
much improved in health and will
soon return to Deming.

ear-ring- s.

x

stage-doo- r
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D. C. Jacklin's private car "Cypress" passed through Deming this
morning en route to Santa Rita with
a number of prominent officials of
the Chino Copper Company on board.

Mammas take tue children to that
good show at the Grand tonight, newly constructed and conducted.

The New Passion Play, one night
only, tomorrow night (Sunday).
ley's Grand.

MARKETJREPORT
MONEY AND METALS.
all money
New York, Aug. 13.
Prime Mercantile paper
nominal;
51-2per cent; Mexican dollars 44;
Atchison 991-2- ;
Amalgamated 66
New York Central 113
Reading
1441-2- ;
Pacific 1161-8- ;
Southern
Steel 715-8- ;
Union Pacific 168
1161-2- .
pfd.
New York, Aug. 13. Lead and
copper nominal. Silver 53
GRAIN, PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111., Aug. 13. Wheat Sept.
103
Dec. 106
Dec. 611-25-Corn Sept. 641-2- ;
Oats Sept. 36
Dec. 38
Pork Sept. 21.80; Oct. 21.
Lard Sept. 11.971-2- ; Oct. 11.82
Ribs Sept. 12; Oct. 11.35.
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, Aug. 13. Wool steady;
territory and western mediums 1S
231-2- ;
fine mediums 1720; fine 14
6

5--

1--

if

17.

LIVESTOCK.

Kansas City, Aug. i"3. Cattle ReMarket steady. Native
ceipts 100.
steers $4.508; southern steers $3.50
5 southern cows $2.504.25;
native
cows and heifers $2.506.50; stackers and feeders $36; bulls $34.25;
calves $3.757.75; western steers $4
.25; western cow3 $2.504.75.
Chicago, m., Aug. 13. Cattle Receipts 3300; market, steady. Beeves
$4.608.25; Texas steers $3.505.60;
western steers $4.00 6.75; stockers
cows and
and feeders $4.006.25;
heifers $2.506.00; c aives $6.50
8.50.

Sheep

Receipts,

steady. Natives $2.25
yearlings
$2.504.25;
lambs native $4.25
$4.256.60.

3,000;
4.35;

market,
western

?4.O05.4O;
6.75;

western

Mr. Lawrence Wall got big applause on his songs. He Is about the
cleverest in his line that has visited
Santa Fe. He will sing each night at
the Motley grand.

WE WILL

OUR

BEGIN
TOMORROW

SUMMER
SALE

Hart Schaffner

& Marx Clothes

At the end of every season we clean up
our stock. Goods are never carried over
in this store. We would rather give you
the benefit of the price now than to sell
you this season's goods next year. It
means a sacrifice of some profit to us,
but we are willing to allow you something on the price- -a good generous
slice of
pay for doing the carrying
it--t- o

over.

THIS SALE WILL LAST
i ONE WEEK ONLY.

$32.50
$35.00
$25.00
$22.50

We have a good many things here that have not been
8old in the ordinary course of business; nothing the matter
with them; they're just as good as those we have sold
through the entire season. The only trouble with them
is that they have not been sold. We bought them to sell
and we aregoingtodoit. They're all things that ycu want

Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes
If you haven't known Hart Schaffner & Marx clothes from
experience; you can get a line on sjmething extra good. It is
worth your while to know them and it will not cost you much
If you know what Hart Schaffner & Marx name in clothes
mains you do not n?ed to be told what this sale represents.

Suits now $22.50
"
" $25.00
"
" $20.00
"
" $17.50

This Store is the Home
of HART SCHAFFNER
& MARX CLOTHES.
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